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Morphometry of small recent impact craters on Mars:
size and terrain dependence, short-term modification
W. A. Watters,1 L. M. Geiger,1 M. Fendrock,1 R. Gibson,1
Abstract. Most recent studies of crater morphometry on Mars have addressed large
craters (D > 5 km) using elevation models derived from laser altimetry. In the present
work, we examine a global population of small (25 m ≤ D ≤ 5 km), relatively well-
preserved simple impact craters using HiRISE stereo-derived elevation models. We find
that scaling laws from prior studies of large simple craters generally overestimate the depth
and volume at small diameters. We show that crater rim curvature exhibits a strong di-
ameter dependence that is well-described by scaling laws for D < 1 km. Above this di-
ameter, upper rim slopes begin to exceed typical repose angles and crater rims sharpen
significantly. This transition is likely the result of gravity-driven collapse of the upper
cavity walls during crater formation or short-term modification. In addition, we iden-
tify a tendency for small craters (D < 500 m) to be more conical than large craters,
and we show that the average cavity cross-section is well-described by a power law with
exponent ∼ 1.75 (neither conical nor paraboloidal). We also conduct a statistical com-
parison of crater subpopulations to illuminate trends with increasing modification and
target strength. These results have important implications for describing the “initial con-
dition” of simple crater shape as a function of diameter and geological setting, and for
understanding how impact craters are modified on the martian surface over time.
1. Introduction
For the first three decades of the space age, studies of the
distribution of 3-D impact crater shapes relied heavily on
measurements from 2-D image products, using techniques
such as photoclinometry (e.g., Pike and Davis [1984]) and
shadow measurements (e.g., Pike [1980a]). The advent of
global elevation maps from orbiting radar and laser altime-
ters made possible the first large-scale studies of crater shape
on Venus (e.g., Herrick et al. [1997]) and Mars (e.g., Garvin
and Frawley [1998], Garvin et al. [2000]), and later of Mer-
cury (e.g., Barnouin et al. [2012], Baker et al. [2012]) and
the Moon (e.g., Kalynn et al. [2013]). Most recently, ele-
vation models of the highest resolution have been achieved
by stereographic observations from high-resolution cameras
on orbiting spacecraft, such as the High Resolution Stereo
Camera (HRSC) on Mars Express (Jaumann et al. [2007],
Heipke et al. [2007]), the High Resolution Imaging Science
Experiment (HiRISE) on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
(McEwen et al. [2007], Kirk et al. [2008]), as well as the Lu-
nar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC; Robinson et al.
[2010], Beyer et al. [2010]). Using these products it is pos-
sible to characterize features of impact crater shape at the
ten meter scale, permitting the detailed study of even small
impact craters (D < 1 km; Stopar et al. [2012], Basilevsky
et al. [2014]).
Prior studies of martian impact craters have relied heav-
ily on Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) topography
(Garvin et al. [2003], Stewart and Valiant [2006], White-
head et al. [2010], Robbins and Hynek [2012a]) to charac-
terize scaling relationships for simple and complex craters
in the range D > 5 km. Because the simple-complex tran-
sition occurs on Mars at D ≈ 5 km to D ≈ 11 km (Rob-
bins and Hynek [2012a]), these simple crater populations
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likely include the transitional “modified simple” morphology
described in Pike [1988] that results from partial, gravity-
driven collapse of crater walls. As such, these studies have
identified relationships for the dependence of crater mor-
phometry on size that may not be appropriate for smaller
craters (D < 1 km).
Some prior studies have sought to measure the depen-
dence of crater depth (d) on diameter (D) for the freshest
or deepest craters, to estimate the influence of target prop-
erties such as material strength. These studies have found
that comparatively fresh craters in some lowland regions are
deeper and less modified by large-scale collapse on average,
implying they formed in stronger materials (Pike [1980b],
Boyce et al. [2006], Stewart and Valiant [2006], Robbins and
Hynek [2012a]). Whitehead et al. [2010] found that fresh
craters in lava plains are deeper than craters that formed in
regions dominated by sedimentary deposits. Other studies
have found that craters in ice-rich polar regions also exhibit
an anomalous depth distribution (Garvin et al. [2000], Fa-
gan and Sakimoto [2012], Robbins and Hynek [2012b]). Re-
gional variations in the simple-complex transition diameter
also may suggest target materials of variable strength (Pike
[1980b], Robbins and Hynek [2012a]). Finally, studies of
crater morphometry have also shed light on martian surface
processes and the rate of crater modification in different en-
vironments and over a range of length scales (e.g., Craddock
et al. [1997], Howard [2004], Forsberg-Taylor et al. [2004],
Boyce et al. [2005], Kreslavsky and Head [2006], Banks et al.
[2010], Conway and Mangold [2013]).
The present study addresses these and related considera-
tions for the small crater regime (D < 5 km) using digital el-
evation models (DEMs) with the highest resolution available
(down to 1 m/px) derived from HiRISE stereo pairs. Our
goals in this study are to characterize the terrain- and di-
ameter dependence of the shapes of relatively recent craters,
to characterize how crater shape is modified over time, and
to examine in detail the transition to sizes at which gravity-
driven modification of the crater rim becomes an important
and noticeable process.
This study presents the analysis of a database of 384 im-
pact craters identified by reviewing the entire set of over
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Figure 1. Population of craters in this study, plotted on the global MOLA-derived elevation model
in shaded relief (Smith et al. [2001]). Note that some points overlap: not all points are individually
distinguishable at this scale. A coarse trace of the contour for -3 km (white dashed line) is added for
reference because this elevation is used to define the “lowlands” crater subpopulation in Section 4.
3,500 stereo HiRISE image pairs available as of July 2014.
The number of craters examined in this study is small com-
pared to recent studies based on HRSC or global MOLA
gridded topography, and this is the consequence mainly of
two factors: (a) the global coverage by stereo HiRISE im-
agery remains small (< 1% of the surface as of time of writ-
ing) and (b) the production and analysis of stereo-derived
DEMs is computationally expensive and time-consuming.
Thankfully, statistically robust conclusions can be drawn
from a smaller data set if the resolution of elevation models
is relatively high. This is because measured variations more
accurately reflect the intrinsic variation of the surface fea-
tures, rather than variation introduced by coarse sampling
of surface topography.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de-
scribe the global population of simple impact craters un-
der study. In Section 3 we define the relevant morphome-
tric quantities and describe how they are measured from
HiRISE-derived DEMs. Then, in Section 4 we define the
subpopulations that were examined in detail and how statis-
tical comparisons between subpopulations were carried out.
This is followed in Section 5 with the measured distributions
of morphometric quantities. Section 6 contains a discussion
of (a) the results of statistical comparisons of subpopula-
tions of craters modified to varying degrees, and that (b)
formed in different geologic settings. We also address (c)
major transitions in cavity and rim shape that are functions
of diameter. Appendix A provides a description of how the
extent of crater modification was assessed by inspection of
orbiter imagery. Finally, Appendix B contains a detailed dis-
cussion of how the elevation models were produced, as well
as a comparison of models generated using the Ames Stereo
Pipeline and those published by the HiRISE Science Team
and generated using BAE Systems’ SOCET SET software.
2. Crater population and database
There is no single universally-accepted criterion for iden-
tifying fresh craters, apart from noting when they appear in
new imagery. On Mars, craters that have formed in the last
decade tend to be small (D < 35 m; Daubar et al. [2013])
and are poorly-resolved where present in a handful of stereo
HiRISE observations. When bounds cannot be placed on
the timing of crater formation, a set of criteria are often
used to identify recent craters, including: the relation of
depth and rim height to diameter (as in Stewart and Valiant
[2006]); the qualitatively-assessed “sharpness” of rim crests
(e.g., Barlow [2004]); the absence of impact craters on ejecta
(e.g., Kalynn et al. [2013]); and the visibility of continuous
and rayed ejecta (e.g., Tornabene et al. [2006]).
Unfortunately, none of these criteria can be applied in an
entirely consistent way when considering a large range of
crater diameters. This is partly because the processes that
modify the overall shape and appearance of impact craters
occur at different rates for craters of different sizes. For ex-
ample, the rims and ejecta deposits of large craters are likely
to endure much longer than the rims of small craters. The
appearance of ejecta surrounding small craters can change
dramatically following dust storms (Geissler et al. [2010])
that have almost no effect on the visibility of ejecta sur-
rounding larger craters.
Our global database of 384 impact craters was assem-
bled through browsing HiRISE stereo images and selecting
craters that exhibit one or more of the following hallmarks
of good preservation: (a) an apparently deep cavity or (b)
ejecta that are visible because of a contrast in brightness or
texture. In all cases these qualitative criteria were used to
select craters that were relatively well-preserved when com-
pared with other craters in the same image (if any). As a
result, the database includes craters in a range of modifica-
tion states, from extremely fresh to significantly modified.
DEMs were generated for all the craters selected on this
basis (N = 384), but most of the results reported in Section
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Figure 2. (A) Rim trace (red) derived from stitching segments of global and local maxima along radial
elevation profiles sampled from the DEM at right. Also shown is an elevation contour at the rim’s low-
est elevation (blue). (B) Plot of the global maxima (cyan circles) measured from radial profiles of the
elevation model of the simple impact crater at left in (A), as well as local maxima (green squares) and
the final composite rim trace T1 (black circles). Highest elevations are colored in red, lowest in blue.
Arrows point to a discontinuity where local maxima were used to bridge a gap. The x and y axes indicate
position in meters with respect to a convenient local origin.
5 are derived from subpopulations that have undergone ad-
ditional screening to remove the most degraded craters (see
Section 4). To avoid significant contamination from secon-
daries, we have also avoided or removed from consideration
all craters that occur inside or within several kilometers of
thermally-distinct rays of the fresh complex craters Gratteri
and Zunil (Tornabene et al. [2006]). We cannot be certain
that the population we have studied does not contain some
very distant secondaries.
The database of 384 craters is included with the online
Supplementary Materials. These range in diameter from 25
m to 5.2 km. Roughly 27% of these craters are located in the
northern lowlands (lat > 0◦, elevation < −3 km, ∼ 22% of
planetary surface area) and roughly 15% are located at high
latitudes (|lat.| > 45◦, ∼ 29% of planetary surface area).
Their global distribution is plotted in Figure 1. For each
crater, we supply a precise estimate of the latitude and lon-
gitude, the HiRISE stereo pair observation IDs, estimates of
all quantities discussed in this study along with uncertain-
ties, as well as a set of qualitative attributes that includes,
among others: distinctive appearance of ejecta via texture
or brightness or raised margins in HiRISE imagery; presence
of craters on ejecta; step or bench in crater walls; presence of
thermally-distinct ejecta (i.e., visible in nighttime Thermal
Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) imagery (Christensen
et al. [2004])); whether ejecta have lobate margins; whether
rim indicates signs of mass wasting or gully formation.
3. Measurements of crater shape
The measurements presented in this study relate to (a)
the shape of the vertical cross-section of simple impact
craters as well as (b) the volume of crater cavities. We begin
with digital elevation models (DEMs) that were generated
in-house using the Integrated Software for Imagers and Spec-
trometers (ISIS 3.4) developed by the United States Geolog-
ical Survey (Anderson et al. [2004], Becker et al. [2007]) in
conjunction with the Ames Stereo Pipeline (ASP 2.0; Brox-
ton and Edwards [2008], Moratto et al. [2010]) from stereo
image pairs acquired by the HiRISE camera on-board the
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (McEwen et al. [2007]). Our
DEMs range in resolution from approximately 1 m/px to 15
m/px. At maximum resolution, a 4×4 square of HiRISE pix-
els corresponds to one pixel in our DEMs. The process used
to make these models is described in Appendix B, where
they are also compared to DEMs published by the HiRISE
Science Team and generated using the methods described in
Kirk et al. [2008]. On average, the pixel-to-pixel disagree-
ment in elevation is found to be < 0.5 m.
3.1. Rim trace and radial profiles
The first step in our process is to locate craters manu-
ally and make a rough estimate of radius by selecting an

















Figure 3. Artificial radial elevation profile with labeled
quantities and reference positions used in Table 1. The
reference positions A and B are separated by radial dis-
tance 0.1R, as are C and D, D and E, as well as E and
F. F and G are separated by a distance 0.2R. The line u
extends a line fitted to the rim between positions D and
F, while the line v is fitted to the profile from C to E, and
the line w is fitted from F to G. The diameter D = 2R is
the “rim diameter” of Turtle et al. [2005], also sometimes
called the “rim crest diameter”.
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Table 1. Quantities computed from crater DEMs. Type 1 quantities are measured from individual radial
profiles and then averaged. Type 2 quantities are measured using the rim trace or 3-D cavity surface or both.
Refer to Figure 3 for the radial positions A-G and the lines u, v, and w.
Symbol Type Name Definition
ξc 1 upper cavity wall radius-of-curvature Radius of circle fitted to the profile from D to F.
ξf 1 upper flank radius-of-curvature Radius of circle fitted to the profile from F to G.
ℓc 1 cavity rim decay length Distance from rim to position within cavity where slope is
1/2 the maximum slope along cavity profile.
ℓf 1 flank rim decay length Distance from rim to position within flank where slope is 1/2
the maximum slope along flank profile.
αc 1 cavity shape exponent Exponent of power-law fit to radial profile from B to E.
φc1 1 middle cavity wall slope angle Slope angle of line fitted from C to E (line v).
φc2 1 upper cavity wall slope angle Slope angle of line fitted from D to F (line u).
φf 1 flank slope angle Slope angle of line fitted from F to G (line w).
θ1 1 lower rim span 180
◦ - (φc1 + φf ); the angle subtended by lines v and w.
θ2 1 upper rim span 180
◦ - (φc2 + φf ); the angle subtended by lines u and w.
h 1 average rim height Average height of rim above elevation minimum in radial
profile of surrounding terrain.
D 2 diameter Average rim crest diameter.
d 2 average rim-to-floor depth Average rim elevation minus minimum cavity elevation.
V 2 cavity volume Cavity volume below elevation that is average of (i) lowest
elevation along the rim and (ii) estimated average elevation
of surroundings.
iM crater modification index Index based on qualitative observations of crater preserva-
tion (see Appendix A).
generated (see Appendix B), the next step is to extract the
3-D trace of the crater rim crest (the “rim trace”). This is
initially accomplished in an automatic way using a collec-
tion of Python scripts developed in-house (Geiger [2013]).
First, the elevations of two circles are sampled at distances
3R and 3.5R from the crater center, using the provisional,
manually-selected radius R. The plane fitted to these points
is representative of the surrounding surface and is subtracted
from the DEM. Then, 512 evenly-spaced radial profiles are
sampled from the DEM to a distance 2R from the center
(for later estimates of rim height, profiles are measured to
4R). We sample 29 = 512 profiles because a number 2n is
computationally expedient, and 210 = 1024 profiles would
significantly oversample a large fraction of the craters in
our database. (As discussed later in this section, we use
only non-overlapping radial profiles to measure shape pa-
rameters from the crater rim and flank.) The position of
the global maximum elevation along each profile is marked
as candidate rim point. A plane is fitted to these candidate
points and subtracted from the DEM, and the positions of
global elevation maxima are selected a second time. These
points make up the candidate rim trace T0.
This candidate rim trace invariably contains discontinu-
ities and will sometimes overshoot the true crater rim (e.g.,
finding a more distal ridge or the rim crest of a nearby
crater). For this reason, our process also identifies local max-
ima (see Figure 2) and then assembles a composite crater rim
using these local maxima to fill gaps in T0. An example of
a rim automatically mended in this way is shown in Figure
2. The set of points in this composite rim trace is called
T1. Finally, a user manually reviews the rims extracted via
the automatic process. Where major discontinuities persist,
we use an in-house interface to mend the rim manually by
choosing points identified by the software as local maxima or
major breaks in slope. This manual intervention is required
in less than 10% of cases.
Because the surrounding terrain is often complex, we can-
not sample and subtract the surrounding pre-impact surface
in an automatic and self-consistent way. For this reason, we
take an approach similar to that described in Vincent et al.
[2013], where crater shapes are measured on the heavily-
cratered asteroid Vesta. In that case, the straight line con-
necting crater rims in cross-sectional profiles was subtracted
from the profile as a whole, in order to measure crater depth.
Instead, we subtract the plane fitted to the 3-D rim trace
T1, while acknowledging that this is likely in most cases
to be similar but not exactly parallel to the local equipo-
tential surface (Vijayan et al. [2013]). The cavity volume is
potentially somewhat affected by this choice because, as dis-
cussed in Section 3.2, an elevation contour is used to define
a bounding surface. Subtracting the rim-fitted plane hence
ensures that we measure the largest volume encompassed by
the crater rim. The measurement of rim height h is not af-
fected by this choice because it is measured from individual
radial profiles that are separately detrended using elevations
sampled at a distance > 3R.
A circle is fitted to the 2-D projection of T1 to measure
the diameter and geometric center, P0. Then, 512 radial
profiles are sampled with respect to P0 at the same density
as the DEM post spacing and with linear interpolation. An
example artificial radial cross-section is shown in Figure 3,
with marked reference positions that delimit the radial span
over which shape quantities are calculated in the crater cav-
ity and flanks. These reference positions are separated by a
radial distance 0.1R; e.g., position D is 0.2R from position F
(from the rim). The quantities computed from radial profiles
are defined in Table 1. These include: the power-law expo-
nent of the cavity cross-section (αc); the rim-to-floor depth
(d); slope angles measured from the middle cavity wall, up-
per cavity wall, and flank surface (φc1, φc2, φf ); rim height
(h); radius-of-curvature of cavity-facing and flankward rim
surfaces (ξc, ξf ), and the “rim decay” length scales (ℓc, ℓf
). Subscripts c and f indicate quantities measured in the
cavity and flank, respectively, which are separated by the
rim at position F in Figure 3.
The Ames Stereo Pipeline 2.0 does not supply absolute
uncertainties for individual elevations, and so these cannot
be included in the analysis. Profile fits were therefore com-
puted assuming an uncertainty comparable to the locally-
sampled topographic variation. To report the estimated
value and uncertainty of morphometric parameters that are
characteristic of the crater as whole, we measure the az-
imuthal variation in a way similar to Baker et al. [2012]
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(where median values were reported) for each quantity in
Table 1. We use only non-overlapping radial profiles to esti-
mate rim and flank parameters: i.e., we discard redundant,
overlapping profiles. For the only full-cavity shape param-
eter, αc, we allow overlap up to half the crater radius from
the crater center (to avoid discarding the vast majority of
radial profiles, since overlap near the center is common).
For all parameters, we report azimuthally-averaged val-
ues and the uncertainties of these averages: e.g., we com-
pute σ/
√
n for standard deviation σ and the number of non-
overlapping radial profiles n, which depends on the crater
size and DEM resolution (even for αc, n is the number of
profiles that do not overlap at all). Where measurements
from individual profiles have an associated uncertainty (such
as the uncertainty of a fit), we report the error-weighted
azimuthal mean and the error-weighted uncertainty of this
mean. Tables of estimated values and uncertainties for all
morphometric quantities addressed in this paper and all
craters in our database can be found in the online supple-
mentary materials.
The high resolution of HiRISE-derived elevation models
makes it possible to measure subtle shape characteristics
such as rim sharpness or “roundness”. This property is
quantified here in several ways. First, the upper cavity wall
radius-of-curvature (ξc) is the estimated radius of a circle
fitted to the cavity wall profile between radial positions D
and F (Figure 3). For a relatively rounded upper cavity wall,
this value will be smaller. By contrast, a flat upper cavity
wall will have a near infinite radius with a large uncertainty.
Second, the “rim decay length” (ℓc) is the distance over
which the slope of the radial profile, measured while march-
ing toward the cavity center, changes from zero (at the rim)
to one-half the maximum slope of the cavity wall. The ex-
act position of the maximum slope is very sensitive to very
small variations in local slope. By contrast, the point at
which half this value is reached exhibits far less variation
within a single crater. A relatively sharp rim with a flat
upper cavity wall will exhibit a relatively short rim decay
length. By contrast, a relatively rounded upper cavity wall,
in which the slope changes more gradually, will have a rel-
atively large rim decay length. We also measure ℓf and ξf ,
the counterparts to ℓc and ξc measured on the crater flank
from F to G in Figure 3.
Third, we measure the angle subtended by the cavity- and
flankward slopes, here called the “rim span”. The value of
θ1 is the angle subtended by the flankward slope (line w in
Figure 3) and the middle cavity wall slope (line v in Figure
3), while θ2 is the angle subtended by the flankward slope
and the upper cavity wall slope (line u in Figure 3). As the
rim span decreases, the rim becomes “narrower” in the sense
of being flanked by steeper slopes.
In each crater DEM, some fraction of elevations are dis-
carded by the ASP or by the post-processing steps described
in Appendix B. For this reason, the radial profile quanti-
ties (“Type 1”) are computed for a given radial profile only
if there exists more than a threshold fraction of valid com-
puted elevations in the relevant range of radial positions (see
Table 1). This threshold fraction is 75% or larger in the case
of most of the quantities reported. We have not computed
shape characteristics from radial profiles using interpolated
elevations.
3.2. Crater cavity volume
In addition to quantities measured from radial elevation
profiles, we estimate the volume of the crater cavity. First
we compute two elevation contours that define bounding
surfaces for the numerical integration: (a) at the lowest ele-
vation along the rim and (b) at the approximate elevation of
the surrounding topography, densely sampled in two circles
at distances 3R and 3.5R from the crater center (beyond the
influence of ejecta). The volume we report is the average vol-
ume computed using these two bounding surfaces, and the
reported uncertainty is one-half the difference between them.
This average is considered preferable because the surround-
ing topography is often complex, complicating the estimate
of the pre-impact surface elevation. Also, our main interest
is to measure the dependence of volume on crater diame-
ter: we are not concerned with comparing cavity and ejecta
volumes as other studies have done (e.g., Black and Stewart
[2008]). We checked our volume estimates using artificially-
generated paraboloid craters of known volume, and verified
that the uncertainty of the calculation is much smaller than
the difference in estimates based on bounding surfaces (a)
and (b).
4. Subpopulation comparisons
Throughout this work we will refer to a number of subsets
or subpopulations of special interest. These have been iden-
tified for special consideration and comparison, to examine
the effects of differences in diameter, extent of modification,
and target material properties. These subpopulations are
defined in Table 2.
We begin by assigning the craters in our database to
categories according to whether they are relatively well-
preserved or significantly modified. To this end, all craters
were assigned a “modification index”, iM , defined in Ap-
pendix A and based on visual inspection of craters in HiRISE
and THEMIS night-IR images. According to this scheme,
craters with cavity deposits, cratered cavities and ejecta,
and degraded ejecta receive higher scores on a scale from -2
to +6. We then subdivide our database into three subpopu-
lations based only on iM , and then a further three subpopu-
lations based on a combination of iM , the rim height / crater
Figure 4. Diameter-normalized rim height (h/D) ver-
sus rim-to-floor depth (d/D). Error bars represent propa-
gated standard deviation rather than uncertainty of mean
values (which are generally smaller than the symbol size
because results are averaged from a large number of radial
profiles). On the basis of visual inspection, using an index
defined in Appendix A, white points represent the most
modified craters (MV3) and black points the least modi-
fied (MV1), with gray points in between (MV2). Only for
MV1 are rim height and crater depth significantly corre-
lated (Pearson correlation coefficient ρ = 0.58). Dashed
and dotted lines represent mean values and (mean - σ),
used to construct a semi-quantitative criterion for as-
sessing preservation (see LM, MM, and HM in Table 2).
(N = 372)
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Table 2. Definitions of crater subpopulations addressed in this study.
Name N Definition
modif. vis. level 1 (MV1) 139 iM ≤ 0: least modified craters, assessed by visual inspection (HiRISE,
THEMIS)
modif. vis. level 2 (MV2) 204 0 < iM ≤ 3: craters somewhat modified, assessed by visual inspection
(HiRISE, THEMIS)
modif. vis. level 3 (MV3) 41 iM > 3: craters significantly modified, assessed by visual inspection
(HiRISE, THEMIS)
moderately modified (MM) 261 iM ≤ 3, d/D > 〈d/D〉avg − σd/D = 0.116, h/D > 〈h/D〉avg − σh/D =
0.021
highly modified (HM) 123 All craters that do not belong to the “moderately modified” subpopu-
lation.
least modified (LM) 70 iM ≤ 0, d/D > 〈d/D〉avg = 0.16, h/D > 〈h/D〉avg = 0.036
large craters I 97 D ≥ 1 km
large craters II 126 D ≥ 500 m
small craters I 287 D < 1 km
small craters II 258 D < 500 m
lavas 85 Formed in lava flows or flood lavas; superset of units AHv, eHv, lAv,
lAvf and lHv in Tanaka et al. [2014].
volcanics 110 Formed in region dominated by lava, pyroclastic, or volcaniclastic flows;
superset of geologic units AHv, Av, Ave, eHv, Hve, lAv, lAvf, lHv, lHvf,
lNv, Nhe, Nve in Tanaka et al. [2014].
coarse deposits 27 Formed in units that contain coarse-grained deposits: crater interiors
and ejecta, drop moraines, mass wasting products, catastrophic debris
flow deposits; superset of units Aa, AHi, Ht, Hto, lAa, lHt in Tanaka
et al. [2014].
pure coarse deposits 18 Formed in units dominated by coarse-grained deposits: superset of units
Aa and lAa in Tanaka et al. [2014].
fine deposits 65 Formed in units that contain fine-grained deposits: airfall, fluvial, la-
custrine deposits and aeolian sand plains; superset of units AHtu, ANa,
Ap, Apu, eAb, Hpu, Ht, Hto, Htu, lApd, lHb, lHl, lHt, mAl in Tanaka
et al. [2014].
Vastitas Borealis 45 Formed in the Vastitas Borealis unit lHl (fine deposits over flood lavas),
defined in Tanaka et al. [2014].
impact unit 83 Formed in moderately to well-preserved crater or crater ejecta, assessed
by visual inspection (HiRISE, THEMIS), or formed in unit AHi as de-
fined in Tanaka et al. [2014].
high latitude 57 Located at |latitude| > 45◦.
low latitude 327 Located at |latitude| < 45◦.
highlands 269 Located at elevation > −3 km (MOLA gridded elevation model, Smith
et al. [2001]).
lowlands 109 Located at latitude > 0◦, elevation ≤ −3 km (MOLA gridded elevation
model, Smith et al. [2001]).
lobate ejecta 33 Crater ejecta exhibit lobate distal margins.
diameter ratio (h/D), and the crater depth/diameter ratio
(d/D). The categories based on iM alone are three levels
of “modification assessed by visual inspection,” abbreviated
MV1, MV2, and MV3. MV3 is the subpopulation with the
most modified craters, having the largest values of iM ; MV1
has the least modified craters with the lowest values of iM .
A plot of h/D versus d/D is shown in Figure 4 with each
crater labeled according to its membership in MV1, MV2,
and MV3. Only for MV1 are rim height and crater depth
significantly correlated, with a Pearson correlation coeffi-
cient of ρ = 0.58, whereas ρ = 0.25 for craters in MV2 and
ρ = 0.17 for craters in MV3. That is, rim height and crater
depth are significantly correlated for relatively unmodified
craters, but this correlation decreases as craters accumulate
more visual hallmarks of modification. This suggests that
modification can affect cavities and rims to varying degrees,
and that otherwise related morphometric parameters may
become largely decoupled with increasing modification. It
is also worth noting that a significant fraction of apparently
fresh craters exhibit a wide range of rim heights and crater
depths. A discussion of detailed statistical comparisons be-
tween these subpopulations (MV1-MV3) is saved for Section
6.1.
We expect erosion to flatten crater rims, widen crater di-
ameters, and fill-in crater cavities, with a modification trend
indicated by h/D → 0 and d/D → 0. Based on this assump-
tion, we also group craters in a semi-quantitative sense as
follows. “Moderately modified craters” (MM) are all craters
that satisfy the following conditions: (a) do not belong to
MV3 (the most modified, as assessed by visual inspection);
(b) have h/D that exceeds the average of h/D minus its
standard deviation (lower horizontal dashed line in Figure
4); and (c) have d/D that exceeds the average of d/D minus
one standard deviation (left-most vertical dotted line in Fig-
ure 4). “Highly modified” (HM) craters are all those craters
that do not belong to “moderately modified” (MM). Finally,
“least modified” craters (LM) form a subset of “moderately
modified”, and consist of all craters in MV1 (well-preserved,
as assessed by visual inspection alone) and which have h/D
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Table 3. Table of subpopulation comparisons using the KS test: quantities pertaining to cavity shape and
dimensions. In all cases (including results in Tables 4 and 5), nBnA/(nA + nB) > 4 and p < 0.05. Note that σA
and σB represent one standard deviation of quantities qA and qB , respectively. The “Filter” column supplies the
subpopulation used to filter craters before the comparison was made. For example, if the filter is MM, subpop-
ulation A is “lavas”, and subpopulation B is “impact unit”, then the KS test was used to compare moderately
modified craters (MM) that formed in lavas to moderately modified craters that formed in the impact unit. See
Table 2 for subpopulation definitions.
q Filter A B (nA, nB) qA ± σA qB ± σB p ref. ID
αc none modif. vis. L1 modif. vis. L3 (130, 40) 1.60 ± 0.40 1.88 ± 0.36 0.0002 m1
none moderately modif. highly modified (248, 121) 1.61 ± 0.40 1.73 ± 0.42 0.0008 m2
LM large (D ≥ 1 km) small (D < 1 km) (33, 23) 2.04 ± 0.46 1.60 ± 0.28 0.0061 a1
LM large (D ≥ 500 m) small (D < 500 m) (37, 19) 2.00 ± 0.45 1.58 ± 0.30 0.0044 a2
MM large (D ≥ 1 km) small (D < 1 km) (77, 134) 1.90 ± 0.43 1.66 ± 0.41 < 10−4 a3
MM large (D ≥ 500 m) small (D < 500 m) (92, 119) 1.88 ± 0.43 1.65 ± 0.40 < 10−4 a4
MV1 large (D ≥ 1 km) small (D < 1 km) (40, 52) 1.99 ± 0.47 1.56 ± 0.34 < 10−4 a5
MV1 large (D ≥ 500 m) small (D < 500 m) (47, 45) 1.92 ± 0.46 1.56 ± 0.36 0.0001 a6
MM impact unit elsewhere (40, 171) 1.61 ± 0.43 1.78 ± 0.42 0.0126 s1
MM fine deposits elsewhere (41, 170) 1.83 ± 0.34 1.73 ± 0.44 0.0147 i1
MV1 lobate ejecta not lobate (12, 80) 1.88 ± 0.31 1.73 ± 0.47 0.0474 i2
MV1 Vastitas Bor. elsewhere (10, 82) 1.86 ± 0.27 1.73 ± 0.47 0.0182 i3
d/D none modif. vis. L1 modif. vis. L2 (139, 204) 0.18 ± 0.04 0.16 ± 0.04 0.0002 m3
none modif. vis. L1 modif. vis. L3 (139, 41) 0.18 ± 0.04 0.12 ± 0.04 < 10−4 m4
MM lavas elsewhere (62, 199) 0.19 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.03 0.0218 s2
MM volcanics elsewhere (76, 185) 0.19 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.03 0.0087 s3
MM impact unit lavas (55, 62) 0.17 ± 0.03 0.19 ± 0.03 0.0086 s4
MV1 impact unit elsewhere (29, 110) 0.17 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.04 0.0260 s5
MV1 pure coarse elsewhere (8, 131) 0.14 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.04 0.0222 s6
MM lobate ejecta not lobate (32, 229) 0.20 ± 0.02 0.18 ± 0.03 0.0072 i4
and d/D that exceed the average values of these quanti-
ties for the population as a whole. Many of the analyses
conducted in later sections address MM (N = 261), which
includes LM (N = 70) and excludes all of the most heavily
modified craters (HM, N = 123).
The second major category of subpopulations relate to
the terrain type in which craters formed. To assign craters
to geological settings, we made use of the global geological
map of Tanaka et al. [2014]. Map units were assigned to the
categories listed in Table 2: fine-grained deposits, coarse-
grained deposits, impact unit, lavas, and “volcanics”. Units
made up of a mixture of more than two distinctive geologi-
cal materials were not considered in this study, and craters
that formed in those units were not included in the geolog-
ical subpopulation comparisons discussed below. The “im-
pact unit” subpopulation consists of craters in unit AHi of
Tanaka et al. [2014], along with all craters that we observed
to reside inside the cavity or continuous ejecta blanket of
moderately well-preserved impact craters.
It is vital to note several caveats that come with this
kind of classification. First, the geological units in Tanaka
et al. [2014] are mapped at a coarse scale when compared to
the size of impact craters in this study, because the authors
primarily used MOLA (∼ 450 to 115 m/px) and THEMIS
(∼ 100 m/px) basemaps. Second, the supersets of geological
units as defined in Table 2 are identified on the basis of fea-
tures visible at the surface. It is important to bear in mind
that the shapes of impact craters may be influenced by ma-
terials that underlie those exposed at the surface, and which
have different mechanical properties. For example, lavas can
overlie sediments and vice versa. The Vastitas Borealis unit
(lHl) has here been classified with “fine sediments” because
it appears to contain sediment fill eroded from the highlands,
but other features imply that lavas are intercalated with and
underlie these sediments (Tanaka et al. [2014]). For this
reason, and because Vastitas Borealis is so geographically
extensive, we have assigned it to its own category. This
does not imply, however, that other units are not also to
some extent horizontally and vertically heterogeneous. The
“purest” crater subpopulations, in the sense of forming in
materials with relatively uniform material properties, are
likely to be those in “lavas” and the “impact unit”.
To this we add two geographical classifications: “high-
lands” versus “lowlands”, based entirely on latitude and el-
evation, as well as “high latitude” and “low latitude”, which
are distinguished by latitudes exceeding or less than 45◦,
respectively. The “lowlands” subpopulation overlaps signif-
icantly with the set of craters that formed in Vastitas Bore-
alis. High vs. low latitude categories are meant to identify
regions with the most significant abundance of shallow sub-
surface ice (e.g., Boynton et al. [2002], Byrne et al. [2009]).
We also identify the subpopulation of craters with lobate dis-
tal margins, suggesting a fluidized, ground-hugging flow. In
the terminology proposed by Barlow et al. [2000], craters in
the “lobate” subpopulation have layered ejecta, with a pan-
cake or rampart terminus that exhibits some degree of sinu-
osity. Finally, to verify whether the distribution of measured
quantities is in fact different for large and small craters, we
define four additional categories comprising craters with di-
ameters larger than 500 m and 1 km, as well as smaller than
500 m and 1 km.
We use the two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (hereafter
“KS test”) to compare the distributions of measured mor-
phometric quantities (Press et al. [1988]). In particular, the
KS test supplies a confidence level (p) with which the KS
statistic is likely to equal or exceed the value computed when
comparing two populations that sample the same distribu-
tion. Put another way, 1 − p is the probability with which
we may reject the null hypothesis that two subpopulations
have sampled the same distribution. Provided p is small, we
may be reasonably confident that two subpopulations ex-
hibit different distributions. The KS test may be used in
this way provided that the number of samples nA in set A
and the number of samples nB in set B satisfy the relation
ne ≡ nAnB/(nA + nB) > 4 (Press et al. [1988]). We note
that the KS test is highly sensitive to differences in the me-
dian value, and not very sensitive to differences in the overall
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Table 4. Table of subpopulation comparisons: rim span and rim slopes. See also the caption to Table 3 for details.
q Filter A B (nA, nB) qA ± σA qB ± σB p ref. ID
θ′1 none least modified all others (63, 303) 0.29 ± 0.11 0.43 ± 0.15 < 10−4 m5
none moderately modif. highly modified (246, 120) 0.36 ± 0.13 0.50 ± 0.16 < 10−4 m6
none modif. vis. L1 modif. vis. L3 (127, 40) 0.39 ± 0.16 0.45 ± 0.12 0.0150 m7
MM high latitude low latitude (39, 207) 0.40 ± 0.16 0.36 ± 0.12 0.0049 i5
MM pure coarse elsewhere (11, 235) 0.42 ± 0.07 0.36 ± 0.13 0.0200 s7
θ′2 none least modified all others (67, 311) 0.49 ± 0.11 0.58 ± 0.13 < 10−4 m8
none moderately modif. highly modified (255, 123) 0.54 ± 0.12 0.62 ± 0.13 < 10−4 m9
MM coarse deposits elsewhere (18, 237) 0.59 ± 0.09 0.53 ± 0.12 0.0066 s8
MM pure coarse elsewhere (11, 244) 0.63 ± 0.08 0.53 ± 0.12 0.0011 s9
MM impact unit elsewhere (54, 201) 0.55 ± 0.10 0.53 ± 0.13 0.0330 s10
φc1 MM large (D ≥ 1 km) small (D < 1 km) (83, 163) 32.2 ± 4.32 23.2 ± 6.24 < 10−4 r1
MM large (D ≥ 500 m) small (D < 500 m) (100, 146) 31.6 ± 4.96 22.6 ± 5.82 < 10−4 r2
MV1 large (D ≥ 1 km) small (D < 1 km) (44, 83) 33.7 ± 3.08 20.4 ± 7.74 < 10−4 r3
MV1 large (D ≥ 500 m) small (D < 500 m) (56, 71) 31.5 ± 7.02 19.9 ± 7.06 < 10−4 r4
φ′c1 none least modified all others (63, 303) 0.72 ± 0.13 0.59 ± 0.16 < 10−4 m10
none moderately modif. highly modified (246, 120) 0.66 ± 0.13 0.52 ± 0.18 < 10−4 m11
MM pure coarse elsewhere (11, 235) 0.63 ± 0.05 0.66 ± 0.14 0.0462 s11
MM high latitude low latitude (39, 207) 0.59 ± 0.14 0.67 ± 0.13 0.0019 i6
φc2 MM large (D ≥ 1 km) small (D < 1 km) (84, 171) 31.2 ± 5.52 15.0 ± 6.82 < 10−4 r5
MM large (D ≥ 500 m) small (D < 500 m) (102, 153) 29.4 ± 7.24 14.3 ± 6.26 < 10−4 r6
MV1 large (D ≥ 1 km) small (D < 1 km) (46, 89) 32.0 ± 5.50 12.4 ± 6.49 < 10−4 r7
MV1 large (D ≥ 500 m) small (D < 500 m) (59, 76) 28.2 ± 9.36 12.0 ± 6.23 < 10−4 r8
φ′c2 none least modified all others (67, 311) 0.53 ± 0.13 0.45 ± 0.14 < 10−4 m12
none moderately modif. highly modified (255, 123) 0.49 ± 0.13 0.41 ± 0.15 < 10−4 m13
MM coarse deposits elsewhere (18, 237) 0.45 ± 0.10 0.49 ± 0.14 0.0104 s12
MM pure coarse elsewhere (11, 244) 0.40 ± 0.08 0.49 ± 0.13 0.0082 s13
MM impact unit elsewhere (54, 201) 0.47 ± 0.11 0.49 ± 0.14 0.0177 s14
MM impact unit lavas (54, 61) 0.47 ± 0.11 0.51 ± 0.14 0.0163 s15
φ′f none least modified all others (70, 314) 0.62 ± 0.08 0.53 ± 0.12 < 10−4 m14
none moderately modif. highly modified (261, 123) 0.57 ± 0.12 0.50 ± 0.11 < 10−4 m15
none modif. vis. L1 modif. vis. L3 (139, 41) 0.56 ± 0.11 0.53 ± 0.07 0.0421 m16
MM coarse deposits elsewhere (18, 243) 0.50 ± 0.09 0.57 ± 0.12 0.0333 s16
MM pure coarse elsewhere (11, 250) 0.48 ± 0.10 0.57 ± 0.12 0.0085 s17
MM high latitude low latitude (42, 219) 0.60 ± 0.17 0.56 ± 0.10 0.0149 i7
MM lobate ejecta not lobate (32, 229) 0.62 ± 0.19 0.56 ± 0.10 0.0059 i8
shape of the distributions being compared. We therefore ac-
knowledge it is possible there are some significant differences
that we cannot identify using this test.
A list of all subpopulation comparisons for which ne > 4
and p < 0.05 is supplied in Table 3 for quantities pertain-
ing to cavity shape and dimensions, in Table 4 for the rim
span and rim slopes, and in Table 5 for quantities pertain-
ing to crater rim shape and dimensions. The column titled
“Filter” contains any subset used to “filter” the database
before making a comparison. For example, if subpopulation
A is “highlands” and subpopulation B is “lowlands” and
the filter is “MV1”, then the comparison is between craters
in MV1 that occur in the highlands and craters in MV1
that occur in the lowlands. This allows us to compare only
craters that are not heavily modified, or indeed to examine
the effects of modification if no filter is applied. In the fol-
lowing sections we will refer to these tables as we discuss
details of the measured morphometric distributions.
Because some quantities are strong functions of diameter
(see Section 5), before comparing subpopulations we have
sought to remove this diameter dependence by subtracting
fitted linear or power-law relationships where appropriate.
These quantities were then normalized and rescaled so that
they range from 0 to 1. Failing to do this could reveal
statistically significant differences between subpopulations
that are largely the result of a diameter-dependent sampling
bias. For example, comparatively fresh impact craters are
more easily visible in THEMIS imagery and hence targeted
for HiRISE observations when they occur in some terrains
when compared with others (Tornabene et al. [2006]). Also,
large craters may be preferentially well-preserved at high lat-
itudes where small craters are swiftly erased by ice-related
processes.
In Tables 3 through Table 5, these normalized and
rescaled quantities are represented using a primed symbol.
These are: the upper and lower rim spans (θ′1, θ
′
2), mid-
dle and upper cavity wall slopes (φ′c1, φ
′
c2) and flank slope
(φ′f ), as well as the two measures of upper cavity wall shape
(ξ′c, ℓ
′
c). Because the diameter dependence is in some cases
nontrivial and difficult to subtract (especially ξ′c and ℓ
′
c),
we discard subpopulation comparisons in which the primed
quantities exhibit a statistically significant difference be-
tween craters having D > 500 m and D ≤ 500 m. Later, we
show that αc exhibits a nontrivial diameter dependence that
is difficult to remove. We report results for αc with the im-
portant caveat that diameter-dependent sampling may ac-
count for the differences that relate to geologic setting.
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Table 5. Table of subpopulation comparisons: rim shape and dimensions. See also the caption to Table 3 for details.
q Filter A B (nA, nB) qA ± σA qB ± σB p ref. ID
h/D MM impact unit elsewhere (49, 201) 0.03 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 0.0109 s18
MM impact unit lavas (49, 61) 0.03 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 0.0194 s19
MV1 lobate ejecta not lobate (14, 120) 0.04 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.0080 i9
ξ′c none least modified all others (66, 295) 0.32 ± 0.16 0.40 ± 0.15 < 10−4 m17
none moderately modif. highly modified (244, 117) 0.37 ± 0.17 0.43 ± 0.13 < 10−4 m18
low lat. moderately modified highly modified (205, 102) 0.35 ± 0.15 0.41 ± 0.12 0.0001 m19
LM lobate ejecta not lobate (11, 55) 0.42 ± 0.21 0.30 ± 0.14 0.0303 i10
ℓ′c none least modified all others (65, 310) 0.49 ± 0.15 0.46 ± 0.15 0.0121 m20
none moderately modif. highly modified (253, 122) 0.48 ± 0.15 0.45 ± 0.16 0.0141 m21
none modif. vis. L1 modif. vis. L2 (133, 202) 0.51 ± 0.16 0.45 ± 0.15 0.0004 m22
none modif. vis. L1 modif. vis. L3 (133, 40) 0.51 ± 0.16 0.44 ± 0.11 0.0339 m23
low lat. modif. vis. L1 modif. vis. L2 (115, 165) 0.50 ± 0.14 0.45 ± 0.13 0.0016 m24
low lat. moderately modif. highly modified (212, 107) 0.49 ± 0.14 0.43 ± 0.13 0.0017 m25
MM pure coarse elsewhere (11, 242) 0.57 ± 0.09 0.47 ± 0.15 0.0259 s20
MM fine deposits elsewhere (47, 206) 0.42 ± 0.16 0.49 ± 0.14 0.0266 i11
MM Vastitas Bor. elsewhere (32, 221) 0.41 ± 0.17 0.49 ± 0.14 0.0051 i12
MM high latitude low latitude (41, 212) 0.43 ± 0.19 0.49 ± 0.14 0.0082 i13
MM lobate ejecta not lobate (31, 222) 0.41 ± 0.19 0.49 ± 0.14 0.0013 i14
MV1 lobate ejecta not lobate (13, 120) 0.43 ± 0.15 0.52 ± 0.15 0.0329 i15
5. Measured morphometric distributions
The quantities defined in Table 1 are plotted in Fig-
ures 5 through 7 and Figures 10 through 12. The ma-
jority of these plots illustrate how these quantities vary
with crater diameter. Each plot displays results for the
entire crater database, or for one or more subpopula-
tions defined in Section 4 and Table 2. The number
of craters represented in each plot, the meaning of the
error bars, along with additional criteria used to filter
the database, are reported in the figure captions.
5.1. Crater cavity
Early studies using MOLA track profiles and/or grid-
ded topography to characterize the scaling of crater
shapes on Mars focused largely on D > 1 km (e.g.,
Garvin and Frawley [1998], Garvin et al. [2003]). Later
work has suggested that these data sets can be used
to produce robust measurements of quantities such as
d/D or h/D with tolerable uncertainties for D > 6 km
(Stewart and Valiant [2006]) or only for D > 10 km
(Robbins and Hynek [2013]). Because along-track spac-
ing of MOLA is ∼ 300 m and cross-track spacing reaches
1.5 km near the equator (Smith et al. [2001]), a strong
aliasing effect causes crater depth and rim height to be
under-estimated for simple craters (Robbins and Hynek
[2013]; i.e., this happens when altimeter measurements
miss the deepest part of the crater floor or the tallest
part of the crater rim).
Several studies have measured scaling relationships
for important morphometric quantities including rim-
to-floor depth versus rim diameter, and some of these
are plotted in Figure 5 along with our measurements.
When comparing these results to ours, it is important
to bear in mind two caveats. First, it should be empha-
sized that the scaling laws derived from other studies
are relevant to a prescribed range of diameters signifi-
cantly exceeding those examined in our study.
Second, we note that crater depth has been measured
differently in many studies. In the present work, we
measure the distance between average rim height (after
subtracting the rim-fitted plane) and the lowest eleva-
tion of the crater floor. The other studies to which we
compare our results also measure rim-to-floor depths.
Stepinski et al. [2009] measured “the difference between
the highest and the lowest elevation in a depression”
from gridded MOLA topography. Robbins and Hynek
[2012a] used gridded MOLA topography to find the dif-
ference between average rim height and the lowest floor
elevation, consistent with the approach taken by Boyce
et al. [2005, 2006] and Boyce and Garbeil [2007]. Rob-
bins and Hynek [2013] demonstrated the importance
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of using non-interpolated MOLA elevations in estimat-
ing the rim-to-floor depth, as measured from the mean
of above-average rim heights to the mean of below-
average floor depths. Stewart and Valiant [2006] mea-
sured depth from crater rim to crater floor (to obtain
the scaling laws we show here), where the rim height
was derived from individual MOLA tracks and the cav-
ity floor elevation was measured from gridded MOLA
topography. Garvin et al. [2000] and Garvin et al.
[2003] measured the maximum rim height along indi-
vidual MOLA tracks that cross the crater center (see
Figure 2 in Garvin et al. [2000]).
These prior studies have characterized the depen-
dence of rim-to-floor depth upon diameter using a power
law, d = cD−m for constants c and m, usually in the
range D > 5 km. Here we supply our own estimate of
this relationship, using the “deepest craters” method
described in Boyce and Garbeil [2007] and Robbins and
Hynek [2012a]. That is, a power law was fit to the
deepest craters in a set of diameter bins. We use 15 di-
ameter bins of equal size in log(D) that span the range
of craters in our study from D > 50 m (i.e., excluding
the few smallest craters, most of which clearly depart
from the trend; see Figure 5). The results of fitting a
line to the 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 deepest craters in each bin
were highly consistent: c ranges from 0.22 to 0.21, while
m is within 1% of 1.01 in all cases. Fitting to the five
deepest craters in each bin, we find (for N = 75 craters
and d and D in meters):
d = (0.205± 0.012)D1.012±0.009 (1)
We also note that fitting to craters with 50 m≤ D ≤ 500
m yields a somewhat larger exponent ofm = 1.05±0.03.
Like all other scaling laws presented in this paper, we
have reported this result for D in meters because we
have focused on the range of small crater sizes (largely
D < 1 km). The d versus D relationship is usually re-
ported in km, however, and we supply this result for
comparison:
d = (0.223± 0.013)D1.012±0.009 (2)
for d and D in km (i.e., c in equation (1) has been mul-
tiplied by 103(m−1)). In what follows, please note that
values of c cited from prior literature are for d and D
in km. The trend for the deepest craters plotted in
Figure 5 is most consistent with the early photogram-
metric and shadow-length measurements of R. J. Pike
(summarized in Pike [1980b]), who found that m ≈ 1
and c ≈ 0.2 for fresh impact craters on Mars. This
result (d ∼ 0.2D) is similar to what he measured for
fresh simple craters on the Moon (Pike [1974]) as well
as Mercury (Pike [1988]).
The majority of studies that have estimated c and
m for D > 1 km using MOLA and, more recently,
HRSC-derived DEMs (Robbins and Hynek [2013]) have
found m < 1 (with the exception of Stepinski et al.
[2009] who found m > 1.5, and Robbins and Hynek
[2012a], who found m ≈ 1 but later revised their re-
sult based on updated data and analysis (Robbins and
Hynek [2013])). As such, when we extrapolate these
previously-published relationships to small sizes, they
tend to overestimate the depths that we have mea-
sured. The majority of scaling laws in Stewart and
Valiant [2006] overestimate depths for D < 1 km, while
Garvin et al. [2003] and Robbins and Hynek [2013]
are consistent with the deepest craters in our popu-
lation except for D < 150 m. It has been noted be-
fore that early MOLA-derived scaling laws implied ex-
tremely deep craters (d/D > 0.3) at small diameters
(McEwen et al. [2005]).
For now, we offer several possible explanations for
this discrepancy between our result and the extrapo-
lated scaling laws for larger craters: (1) we have so far
measured too few craters: with more measurements,
uncommonly deep craters will populate the space be-
tween our results and the large-diameter scaling laws;
(2) small impact craters on Mars are modified so quickly
that craters in this size range are rapidly “shallowed”
to depths below the scaling laws; (3) our sample popu-
lation at small sizes is dominated by distant secondaries
Figure 5. Average rim-to-floor depth (d) versus diam-
eter (D) from the present study (filled circles). Also
plotted are scaling laws d = cD−m measured for large
simple craters on Mars, here extrapolated to the small
diameter range. In what follows, c is reported for d
and D in kilometers. From Stewart and Valiant [2006]
(SV6, for AP=Acidalia Planitia: (c,m) = (0.302, 0.720),
UP=Utopia Planitia: (c,m) = (0.288, 0.790), IP=Isidis
Planitia: (c,m) = (0.213, 1.02), LP=Lunae Planum:
(c,m) = (0.261, 0.590), SP=Solis Planum: (c,m) =
(0.532, 0.260)) for D > 3 km; Garvin et al. [2003] (GSF3:
(c,m) = (0.21, 0.81), similar to (c,m) = (0.25, 0.82) as
found in Boyce et al. [2006]); and Robbins and Hynek
[2013] (RH13: (c,m) = (0.227, 0.901)) for D > 2 km
from HRSC DEMs. The global estimate of Pike [1980b],
(c,m) = (0.204, 1.019) plots close to SV6-IP, which is
nearest to our result. We fitted a line to the 5 deep-
est craters in 15 diameter bins (solid black line) to ob-
tain (c,m) = (0.223 ± 0.013, 1.012 ± 0.009). Error bars
represent standard deviation of depth, equal to standard
deviation of rim height, and are commonly smaller than
symbol size. (Plot: N = 384; Fit: N = 75)
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that excavate to shallower depths; (4) coarse-sampling
and aliasing effects in MOLA DEMs for D < 10 km
have led to errors in MOLA-derived scaling laws; (5)
large simple craters are subject to gravity-driven fail-
ure of crater walls that increase with cavity size (e.g.,
Pike [1988]), so that a different scaling law governs this
regime; (6) atmospheric drag tends to slow smaller pro-
jectiles so that small craters form via proportionately
less-efficient excavation. We cannot completely rule out
(1) - (3) but (4) seems unlikely in light of the careful
consideration of uncertainties in Stewart and Valiant
[2006] and Robbins and Hynek [2012a], and noting once
more that their results are not, in general, inconsis-
tent with ours for large diameters. Robbins and Hynek
[2013] point out that aliasing leads to underestimating
the depth of small craters, which causes the d vs. D
relation to become more shallow rather than steeper.
The remaining possibilities (5) and (6) will be exam-
ined more closely in Section 6.3.
Simple impact crater cavities on Mars have long been
known to resemble a cone, paraboloid, or intermedi-
ate shape (e.g., Garvin and Frawley [1998]). We mea-
sure the cavity shape by means of a nonlinear least-
squares fit of a power law (z = Brαc) to radial profiles
of the cavity and report the exponent, αc. A perfectly
paraboloid crater will have αc = 2 while a perfectly
conical crater will have αc = 1. The dependence of
αc on diameter is plotted in Figure 6 for all craters
except those with a major step or bench in the cav-
ity walls (such as caused by craters forming in layered
Figure 6. Dependence of cavity shape exponent αc on
diameter. Small craters (D < 500 m) tend to be more
conical (nearer αc = 1) than large craters, which are more
parabolic in cross-section (nearer αc = 2; see also Table 3,
a1-a6). As craters are modified and filled, this exponent
also increases on average (see also Table 3, m1-m2). Even
extremely fresh craters exhibit αc > 2 for D > 2.5 km,
as might be expected from failure of cavity walls nearing
the simple-complex transition. (N = 367; craters in MM
(includes LM) and HM, omitting craters with prominent
benches or steps in cavity walls that span > 180◦. Error
bars represent uncertainty of the azimuthal mean values.)
Figure 7. Cavity volume versus crater rim diameter.
Power-law fit to craters in subpopulation MM is given by
equation (3), shown by the dashed line. PLR refers to the
“power law of revolution” in equation (4). Also plotted
are scaling laws reported in Stewart and Valiant [2006]
for below-surface cavity volume versus surface diameter
of large simple craters (D > 3 km), here extrapolated
to small crater sizes. See text for discussion, and cap-
tion to Figure 5 for region codes. (Error bars represent
the uncertainties described in Section 3.2. Fit includes
N = 128 craters in MM; excluded are elevation models
with > 10% interpolated elevations in the cavity. Plot
includes HM craters (gray dots), for N = 180 in total.)
rock of varying strength) that spans more than 180◦
(more than 50% of the intermediate “circumference”).
The fit is made to the cavity wall from B to E in Fig-
ure 3: we omitted the distance 0.1R from the center
(to avoid the influence of minor sediment fill) and 0.1R
nearest to the rim (to avoid the influence of rim curva-
ture). We find a mean value of αc = 1.75 ± 0.12 with
a standard deviation of 0.43 for moderately modified
craters (MM). When fitting to the entire radial profile,
we find αc = 1.66 ± 0.11 with a standard deviation of
0.37 (also for MM craters). Elsewhere in this paper,
we have reported only the measurement that makes use
of 80% of the profile (from B to E in Figure 3). In
Table 3, however, we have reported statistically signif-
icant differences in αc between subpopulations only if
this difference is statistically significant for both mea-
surements.
Our result is in good agreement with the average ex-
ponent αc = 1.75 (from MOLA profiles) and αc = 1.68
(from gridded MOLA) measured by Garvin et al. [2003]
for large simple craters (diameter range not reported,
but likely D > 1 km as in Garvin and Frawley [1998]).
This suggests that crater cavity shape is not a strong
function of diameter below the simple-complex transi-
tion at D ≈ 5 km. However, we find a statistically ro-
bust tendency for a more conical shape to be favored at
small sizes among relatively unmodified craters (espe-
cially D < 500 m; see Table 3, a1-a6). Super-parabolic
shapes (αc > 2.0) occur more often at larger sizes and
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in modified craters (see Figure 6 and Table 3, m1-m2).
Whereas 43% of craters with D < 500 m have αc < 1.5,
this is true of only 14% of craters with D > 500 m. A
significant fraction of the least modified (LM) craters
have αc > 2.0 for D > 2.5 km, owing to flatter floors
that may have resulted from sediment infilling or par-
tial collapse of the upper cavity walls for diameters ap-
proaching the simple-complex transition. An expanded
discussion of these results is saved for Section 6.3.
As mentioned, we have also measured the diameter
dependence of crater volume, plotted in Figure 7. In
this case, we have confined our estimates to DEMs in
which < 10% of the cavity has interpolated elevations
and only craters belonging to MM. We find the relation
(with standard uncertainties from a least-squares linear
fit, for N = 128):
V = (0.0129± 0.0012)D(3.16±0.015), (3)
for D in meters and V in m3. Also in Figure 7, we
have plotted the volume for a “power law of revolution”
(PLR): i.e., the rotation of a cavity cross-section defined
by the power law z∗ = Br∗αc , where r∗ ≡ r/R is the
normalized radius, z∗ ≡ z/R is the radius-normalized
elevation, and D = 2R. Note that if d = 0.2D, then
B = 0.4. Integrating z∗ = Br∗αc from r∗ = 0 to r∗ = 1,





which is in good agreement with our measurements
when αc = 1.75, the mean cavity exponent measured
earlier (see black solid line in Figure 7). That is, the
diameter dependence of crater volume for the craters
in our database (D < 5 km) is well-approximated by
the PLR with constant aspect ratio d/D = 0.2 and ex-
ponent 1.75. The PLR model slightly underestimates
the volume at large diameters, and slightly overesti-
mates at small diameters, likely owing to the diameter-
dependence of αc discussed earlier (i.e., larger αc for
higher D would slightly boost the volume estimate,
while smaller αc for smaller D would slightly reduce
it.)
Stewart and Valiant [2006] computed the diameter
dependence of cavity volume (below elevation of sur-
rounding surface) as a function of surface diameter (di-
ameter measured at the surrounding surface elevation)
in five regions on Mars for simple craters with D > 6
km, fitting a relation V ∼ Dp and finding that p < 3,
consistent with m < 1 in the relation d ∼ D−m. These
scaling relationships are also plotted in Figure 7, where
they have been extrapolated to the small crater size
range, and significantly overestimate the volumes we
measured for D < 1 km. Note that since equation (3)
and Stewart and Valiant [2006] approximately agree for
D ∼ 6 km, their result p < 3 implies that volumes at
small sizes will be overestimated.
It should be emphasized that Stewart and Valiant
[2006] measured the volume below the elevation of the
surrounding surface as a function of surface diameter,
whereas our crater volumes extend somewhat above this
surface (see Section 3.2) and are plotted as a function
of rim diameter. We have compared with their re-
sults because Stewart and Valiant [2006] remarks that
the cavity volume measured up to the rim “shows the
same trend” in diameter. We conclude that small sim-
ple craters on Mars exhibit a diameter dependence that
is relatively straightforward when compared with their
larger counterparts in the simple-complex transition
regime, where increased gravity-driven failure of crater
walls complicates this dependence.
5.2. Crater rims
Many studies have used qualitative assessments of
the “sharpness” or “crispness” of crater rims to assist
with identifying fresh craters (e.g., Wood and Ander-
son [1978], Garvin et al. [2000], McEwen et al. [2005]).
This appears justified since crater rims are softened and
rounded by some surface processes such as soil and ice
creep (e.g., Squyres and Carr [1986]) and because they
are lowered and widened by wind erosion (e.g., Grant
et al. [2006]). In a photogrammetric study, Craddock
et al. [1997] found that complex crater rims on Mars
are rounded on geologic time scales. Whitehead et al.
[2010] found that complex craters with sharp rims tend
also to be less filled with sediments. In this section we
examine the dependence of rim shape and “rim span”
upon diameter, through new quantitative estimates of
the “roundness” of rims and the slopes of the cavity and
flank surfaces.
Two simple craters from our database are shown in
Figure 8. Figure 8A shows a small crater (D = 50 m)
formed in the past decade whose rim does not appear
“sharp” at the resolution of this HiRISE image. The
crater in part (B) of this figure is much older and larger
(D ≈ 1400 m) with an apparently “sharp” rim when
viewed at this scale. Closer inspection of the rim in (C)
reveals mass-wasting features: ridges alternating with
downslope debris chutes reminiscent of landslides. Ex-
amples of azimuthally-averaged radial profiles of crater
rims, scaled by crater radius (r∗ ≡ r/R, z∗ ≡ z/R), are
plotted in Figure 9, alongside estimates of each crater’s
diameter. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate cases where the
scaled rim shape of larger craters is “sharper” (less
rounded) than smaller craters. Bearing in mind this
informal and qualitative observation (sharper rims at
larger diameters), we turn now to examine the morpho-
metric diameter dependence of rim shape for a large
population of relatively unmodified craters.
As mentioned earlier, rim “roundness” has been es-
timated using two length scales: a characteristic length
scale of radial changes in slope (“rim decay length”) on
the cavity wall (ℓc) and flank (ℓf ) and the radius-of-
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Figure 8. (A) Simple crater that formed between 2003 and 2009, from HiRISE image ESP 011425 1775
with D ≈ 50 km and “rounded” rim. (This crater does not appear in THEMIS observation I06419047
from 2003.) The averaged radial profile for this crater is shown at the bottom of Figure 9. (B) Well-
preserved simple bowl-shaped crater in HiRISE image ESP 012857 1910. (C) Magnified view of crater
rim in (B) with ridge-and-chute morphology (“R&C”).
curvature near the rim on the cavity wall (ξc) and flank
(ξf ). These measures of rim “roundness” are plotted
versus crater diameter in Figures 10 and 11. In the for-
mer case, the rim decay length on the upper cavity wall
increases with crater diameter, approximately following
a power-law (for ℓc and D in meters and D < 1 km):
ℓc = (0.124± 0.015)D
(0.838±0.026). (5)
The scatter in ℓc increases significantly at D ≈ 1 km as
this length scale shortens (the rim sharpens) for many
craters. We find a similar trend and transition in the
plot of the radius-of-curvature for the upper cavity wall
(ξc; see Figure 11). At D ≈ 1 km this quantity starts
to deviate from the fitted power-law trend (fitted for
D < 1 km):
ξc = (0.329± 0.045)D
(0.851±0.027) (6)
for ξc and D in meters. That the radius-of-curvature in-
creases for many craters with D > 1 km suggests that
the upper cavity walls are flattened (rims sharpened)
in an azimuthally-averaged sense. That is, it should
be emphasized that these quantities represent the av-
eraged result for the entire crater. That a transition
appears to occur at D ≈ 1 km does not imply that only
craters larger than D = 1 km will exhibit a flat surface
in some part of the upper cavity walls (a partly sharp-
ened rim). Instead, this indicates that many craters
larger than D = 1 km exhibit sharp rims (flat upper
cavity walls) around most or all of their circumference.
As the radius-of-curvature approaches infinity, the fit
uncertainty also grows very large, so that individual
measurements of a large radius-of-curvature contribute
little to the weighted average that is plotted on these
graphs. These figures also show that craters with D > 1
km are dominated by mass-wasting features (ridge-and-
chute morphology) as seen in Figure 8C.
Figure 9. Azimuthally-averaged radial profiles for five
craters with D > 1 km (bold lines) and five craters with
D < 1 km (thin lines). Crater diameter in meters is listed
at the right, and the axes represent radius-normalized el-
evation and radial position (z∗ ≡ z/R, r∗ ≡ r/R, for
crater radius R). The bottom-most profile was measured
from the fresh impact crater shown in Figure 8A. Craters
with D > 1 km exhibit a flatter upper cavity wall and
narrower rim span (a sharper rim) on average, consistent
with trends and transitions observed in the diameter-
dependence of rim shape parameters shown in Figures
10 through 14.
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Figure 10. Rim decay length measured on the upper
cavity walls (ℓc) versus crater diameter. This length
scale exhibits a roughly power-law trend in diameter until
D ≈ 1 km, when a significant fraction of crater rims are
“sharpened” (the upper cavity wall is flattened). Craters
in this size range are dominated by the ridge-and-chute
(R&C) morphology typical of landsliding shown in Fig-
ure 8C. Circles indicate craters in which the mass-wasting
features are noted around more than 50% of the crater
circumference (“> 0.5C”), while squares indicate they
are present around < 50% of the circumference. (Fit:
N = 169 (D < 1 km, MM); Plot: N = 261 (MM))
Figure 11. Radius-of-curvature of upper cavity wall
(ξc) versus crater diameter. Radius-of-curvature appears
to follow a power-law trend until D ≈ 1 km. Above this
diameter, the upper cavity walls appear to flatten (i.e.,
the rims sharpen) along most of the rim circumference in
many craters. See caption to Figure 10 for symbol defi-
nitions. The standard uncertainties are smaller than the
markers in most cases. (Fit: N = 161 (D < 1 km, MM);
Plot: N = 261 (MM))
Power-law fits for the corresponding measures of
“roundness” on crater flanks are reported here but not
plotted, and do not exhibit an equally marked transi-
tion at D ≈ 1 km:
ℓf = (0.211± 0.013)D
(0.684±0.011), (7)
ξf = (0.273± 0.032)D
(1.008±0.019), (8)
for ℓf , ξf , and D in meters (N = 161 and N = 169, re-
spectively). The absence of a transition at D ≈ 1 km is
discussed later in Section 6.3. We have also measured
the dependence of rim height on diameter. In good
agreement with prior studies (Pike [1977], Fudali et al.
[1980], Robbins and Hynek [2012b], Stewart and Valiant
[2006]), the average rim height is a few percent of di-
ameter. For MM craters, we consider only those with
sufficient surrounding topography to estimate the base-
line elevation on a per-profile basis, and exclude craters
perched on local topographic maxima (N = 250). We
find (for h and D in meters):
h = (0.0354± 0.0028)D(1.017±0.013). (9)
Although we have not plotted the data used to derive
this result, it should be noted that we detect no transi-
tion in the slope of log(h) vs. log(D): that is, we observe
no transition in the diameter dependence of rim height
for D < 5 km. A fraction of the high-latitude craters
exhibit a thin layer of ejecta that extends beyond the
limits of the DEM. For this reason, the h vs. D relation
that we measure may slightly underestimate the true
rim height for a few of the largest craters in this study.
Finally, we measured three slopes in the vicinity of
the crater rim, in addition to the rim span (the an-
gle subtended by the cavity-facing and flank-facing rim
slopes). The “middle cavity slope” (φc1) is measured
by fitting a line between positions C and E (see Figure
3) and the “upper cavity slope” (φc2) is measured by
fitting a line between D and F in Figure 3. Although
the former is called “middle” to distinguish it from “up-
per”, it is measured high on the cavity wall but avoids
most of the curvature of the upper cavity wall nearest
Figure 12. Middle cavity wall slope versus flank slope.
Crater rims with φc1 > 30
◦ dominantly exhibit ridge-and-
chute morphology (R&C) as shown in Figure 8C. Fifty
percent of craters with φf > 13
◦ exhibit lobate ejecta
(open markers). See caption to Figure 10 for symbol def-
initions. Error bars represent uncertainty of azimuthally-
averaged values. (N = 364)
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Figure 13. (A) Middle cavity wall slope versus crater diameter. Slopes typically exceed 30◦ for D > 250
m and are usually smaller than this value for D < 250 m. (N = 377 for craters in MM (includes LM) and
HM.) (B) Upper cavity wall slope versus crater diameter. Slopes usually exceed 30◦ for D > 1 km and are
usually lower than this value for D < 1 km. Error bars represent the uncertainty of azimuthally-averaged
values. (N = 366, for craters in MM (includes LM) and HM)
A B
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Figure 14. (A) Lower rim span versus crater diameter. Broadly, rim span narrows as diameter in-
creases and widens as craters are modified (N = 364, for craters in HM and MM (includes LM)). (B)
This trend is also apparent in the upper rim span (θ2), which exhibits a strong negative correlation with
logD (Pearson coefficient ρ = −0.75 for MM and ρ = −0.79 for LM). The diameter dependence of θ2
is described by equation (10) in the text. Error bars represent the uncertainty of azimuthally-averaged
values. (Plot shows N = 375, for craters in HM and MM (includes LM)).
the rim. Middle cavity slopes are typical of the steep-
est slopes in the cavity walls. The dependence of both
quantities on diameter is shown in Figure 13. We also
measured the flank slope (φf ) using a linear fit from
position F to G, whose dependence on diameter is not
plotted.
The angle of repose is approximately equal to the
angle of internal friction; it is independent of plane-
tary gravity and usually exceeds 30◦ for planetary sur-
face materials (Carson and Kirkby [1972]). Pike [1977]
found that cavity slopes reach a maximum of about 29◦
at the simple-complex transition for lunar craters. We
find that the azimuthally-averaged middle cavity slope
(φc1) is dominantly above 30
◦ for D > 250 km and usu-
ally below 30◦ for D < 250 km, as shown in Figure
13A. By contrast, the upper cavity slope (φc2) usually
exceeds 30◦ only for D > 1 km as seen in 13B, ap-
proximately coincident with the transitions observed in
Figures 10 and 11 for rim decay length and curvature
radius. That the distributions of these slopes are statis-
tically distinct for the small and large diameter regime
is confirmed by KS test comparisons in Table 4, r1-r8.
From the rim and flank slopes we compute the up-
per and lower “rim span” (see Figure 3, Table 1): the
angle subtended by the cavity-facing and flank-facing
rim slopes, defined as: θ1 ≡ 180
◦ − (φc1 + φf ) and
θ2 ≡ 180
◦ − (φc2 + φf ). Smaller rim spans (especially
of θ2) imply a “narrower” or “steep-sided” rim. The
dependence of rim span on diameter is shown in Figure
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14. It is expected to vary between 180◦ (flat rim) and
about 120◦: the span implied by the angle of repose
on the cavity- and flank-facing slopes of the rim. The
upper rim span exhibits a strong negative correlation
with log diameter (ρ = −0.79 for LM craters), where
this dependence can be approximated by:
θ2 ≈ (200
◦ ± 4◦)− (20◦ ± 2◦) logD (10)
for LM craters (N = 67) and D in meters. This rela-
tion anticipates that the “critical” (or over-steepened)
rim span θ2 ≈ 120
◦ is reached at D ≈ 10 km on average,
in excess of the simple-complex transition diameter on
Mars (Robbins and Hynek [2012a]).
We have also plotted the middle cavity slope versus
the flank slope in Figure 12. This indicates that craters
with middle cavity slopes exceeding 30◦ are dominated
by mass-wasting features, as expected. Kreslavsky
and Head [2006] found that a threshold slope of ∼
20◦ distinguished craters with similar features (from
those without) at high latitudes (> 52◦). Figure 12
shows that such features occur in our global popula-
tion throughout the range φc1 = 20
◦ to φc1 = 30
◦ in a
substantial minority of craters.
Finally, the regime of steep upper cavity slopes and
flank slopes (upper right corner of Figure 12) is domi-
nated by craters with lobate ejecta. An example profile
from such a crater is plotted at the top of Figure 9.
This profile exhibits a marked break in slope on the
distal flanks, and has the smallest rim span. Roughly
half of craters with φf > 13
◦ and nearly all craters with
φf > 15
◦ exhibit lobate ejecta. We consider this result
more closely in Section 6.3.
6. Discussion
In this section we provide an expanded discussion of
the results, including implications for understanding the
short-term modification of impact craters on Mars, the
dependence of shape characteristics on geologic setting,
as well as the diameter-dependent transitions we have
observed in cavity and rim shape.
6.1. Short-term modification
Before discussing the implications of our results for
the short-term modification of the craters in our study,
it should be emphasized that we have sampled a global
population. That is, a morphometric analysis of region-
specific populations are likely to exhibit trends and re-
lationships that are not captured here. Also, this dis-
cussion concerns “short-term” modification because we
have examined the relationship between modification
and morphometry for a population of relatively well-
preserved craters.
As mentioned already in Section 4, the diameter-
normalized rim-height h/D is significantly correlated
with the normalized rim-to-floor depth d/D only for
craters that appear least modified (MV1; see Figure 4).
With increasing modification, this correlation dimin-
ishes, which implies that the erosion of rims and the
filling of cavities is often decoupled. The comparison
of relatively modified and unmodified subpopulations
reveals a statistically significant difference for d/D as
expected, where d/D decreases with increasing modifi-
cation (Table 3, m3-m4). Surprisingly, we do not find a
statistically-significant difference in h/D between MV1,
MV2, and MV3. That is, the distribution of diameter-
normalized rim height in this global population is not
significantly different for craters that exhibit visual hall-
marks of modification to varying degrees.
We find a tendency for αc to increase as craters be-
come increasingly modified (see Table 3, m1-m2 and
Figure 6). That is, cavities become more paraboloidal
or super-paraboloidal (αc > 2) as modification in-
creases. This is consistent with filling and flattening of
crater floors and/or steepening of crater walls, although
we consider the former to be more likely except where
mass-wasting dominates. Overall, we find a weak neg-
ative correlation between αc and diameter-normalized
rim-to-floor depth (d/D): Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient ρ = −0.35 for N = 311 craters lacking major to-
pographic steps in their cavity walls. This is consistent
with the notion that increasing modification (decreasing
d/D) tends to increase αc, on average.
The slope-related parameters that we have measured
for rim shape exhibit expected trends with modification.
Rim spans widen as modification increases (see Table 4,
m5-m9) as a result of the concomitant decrease in rim
and flank slopes (see Table 4, m10-m16).
Linear diffusion models have long been used to de-
scribe modification of impact craters whose surface evo-
lution is dominated chiefly by soil creep (e.g., Soderblom
[1970], Fassett and Thomson [2014]) and have been
applied to understanding the modification sequence of
complex craters on Mars (e.g., Craddock et al. [1997]).
If the starting condition is a paraboloidal crater with
a sharp rim (flat upper cavity wall), topographic dif-
fusion will drive the rim toward a more rounded shape
over time. This is also a consequence of creep in ice-rich
regolith, believed to account for the “terrain softening”
observed at mid- to high-latitudes on Mars (Squyres and
Carr [1986], Jankowski and Squyres [1993]). Rounding
of rims has also been observed for the long-term degra-
dation of martian complex craters in highland terrains
(Craddock et al. [1997]).
By contrast, for our global population of small, rel-
atively well-preserved simple craters, we find a statisti-
cally significant tendency for upper cavity walls to flat-
ten rather than become more rounded, with increasing
modification (Table 5, m17-m18, m20-m23). That is, on
average, the curvature radius of the upper cavity wall is
larger and cavity rim decay length is shorter for craters
that appear to be more modified.
Fully 85% of our globally-sampled crater population
is dominated by low latitude craters (|lat.| < 45◦, see
Table 2). Since the dominant surface processes are
known to be different for ice-rich versus ice-poor ma-
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terials, we repeated the comparison for only low lati-
tude craters, finding that upper cavity walls are indeed
flatter, on average, for craters that are more modified
(see Table 5, m19, m24-m25). By contrast, repeating
the same analysis for high-latitude craters (|lat.| ≥ 45◦)
we find no statistically significant difference for ξc or
ℓc between the relatively modified and unmodified sub-
populations. This may suggest that, on average, ad-
vective processes like mass wasting dominate the short-
term modification at low latitudes, in contrast to the
ice-related creep that has been observed by others to
govern the surface evolution at high latitudes.
Although we find a flattening of upper cavity walls in
low latitudes, it should be emphasized that this obser-
vation applies to the short-term modification of craters
because we have examined a relatively well-preserved
population. Moreover, this observation applies to the
rim morphometry in an azimuthally-averaged sense. It
is well-known from casual inspection of radial profiles
in our study that modified crater rims exhibit a varia-
tion in shape, and that the dominant shape may also
change from region to region. We expect that different
processes likely dominate the long-term modification of
crater rims. For example, the upper cavity wall may
flatten in response to mass-wasting, known to domi-
nate the early modification (Grant [1999]), and later
become more rounded as diffusive processes take on an
increasingly important role.
6.2. Terrain dependence
Many prior studies have shown that d/D tends to
be larger for fresh impact craters forming in stronger
materials (e.g., Pike [1980b], Boyce et al. [2006], Stew-
art and Valiant [2006], Robbins and Hynek [2012a],
Whitehead et al. [2010]), because stronger cavity walls
are likely to support steeper slopes. In this section
we will discuss the dependence of morphometric pa-
rameters on geologic setting, largely as a function of
strength, and only for relatively unmodified craters
(MM and MV1). The subpopulations of impact craters
that formed in specific terrains are defined in Section
4 and Table 2, and are based largely on the map of
Tanaka et al. [2014]. In what follows, we report only
on the statistically-significant differences found in the
comparisons reported in Tables 3 through 5.
The “lavas” population comprises all craters that
formed in lava flows and flood lavas of Amazonian
and Hesperian age, while the “volcanics” population
includes pyroclastic and volcaniclastic flows in addi-
tion to lava flows. Of all the geologic subpopulations
in Table 2, we assume that these materials are the
strongest. Curiously, lavas and volcanics were flagged
in the case of only three statistically-significant com-
parisons. Namely, d/D is slightly larger for craters that
formed in lavas and volcanics when compared with all
other craters, or when compared with craters forming
in the impact unit (see Table 3, s2-s4). Crater rims
are also taller (larger h/D), on average, in lavas when
compared with impact unit materials (see Table 5, s19).
The “impact unit” subpopulation refers to craters
that formed inside of other craters or their ejecta.
Most of these materials consist of displaced fragmented
rock, and thus are considered a relatively weak tar-
get. Coarse-grained deposits (“coarse deposits”) are
also considered relatively weak for similar reasons. This
subpopulation is based only on Tanaka et al. [2014]
and overlaps with the “impact unit”: “coarse deposits”
refer to Tanaka et al. [2014]’s AHi impact unit, as
well as units that contain drop moraines, mass wasting
products, and catastrophic debris flow deposits. “Pure
coarse deposits” are units thought to be dominated by
these materials. We find that d/D is on average some-
what smaller for craters in the “pure coarse deposits”
and “impact unit” subpopulations (see Table 3, s5-s6).
That d/D is larger in stronger materials is consistent
with the findings of other studies based on populations
of larger craters on Mars (Boyce et al. [2006], Stewart
and Valiant [2006],Whitehead et al. [2010], Robbins and
Hynek [2012a]).
Unsurprisingly, we find that rim slopes are smaller,
on average, in the weaker geologic targets (see Table
4, s11-s17), causing rim spans to be wider in the same
settings (Table 4, s7-s10). There is little evidence to
suggest a clear-cut relationship between rim shape (cur-
vature and decay length) and target strength. We find
only one statistically significant difference for the very
small subpopulation of MM craters in pure coarse de-
posits (N = 11): rims in these materials have larger ℓc
(rounder upper rim walls), on average (Table 5, s20).
There is likewise little evidence to suggest a clear-cut
conclusion about how the cavity shape exponent αc de-
pends on terrain type. We find that αc is significantly
smaller in the impact unit: on average somewhat closer
to conical (αc = 1) than others, which are closer to
parabolic in cross-section (αc = 2; see Table 3, s1).
We have saved for last the difficult problem of un-
derstanding the influence of high-latitude and lowland
terrains. This poses a challenge because the mechani-
cal properties of the high latitudes and lowlands are not
precisely known. We define lowlands as latitude > 0◦
and elevation < −3 km (as defined in the MOLA-
derived elevation model of Smith et al. [2001] and
marked in Figure 1). The lowlands are likely a lay-
ered mixture of highland-derived sediments, impact re-
golith, and lava flows (Tanaka et al. [2014] and refer-
ences therein). This overlaps significantly with the sub-
population we have identified as “fine sediments”, which
is primarily made up of the extensive Vastitas Borealis
population (unit “lHl” in Tanaka et al. [2014]). As men-
tioned earlier, the mechanical properties of this terrain
are not well understood. The “highlands” vs. “low-
lands” comparison yields no statistically significant dif-
ferences in morphometry among relatively unmodified
craters (MM and MV1) according to the KS test.
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High-latitude terrains (defined as |lat.| > 45◦ in this
study) are ice-rich in the shallow subsurface (e.g., Boyn-
ton et al. [2002], Byrne et al. [2009]), which is expected
to weaken these materials and result in the formation
of shallow cavities, shallow rims, and ice-filled crater
floors (Senft and Stewart [2008]). Accordingly, we find
that relatively well-preserved high-latitude craters ex-
hibit some hallmarks of craters forming in weak target
materials: smaller upper cavity slopes and broader rim
spans (see Table 4, i5-i6). We identify no statistically
significant difference in d/D and h/D between low and
high latitudes for relatively unmodified craters (MV1,
MM, LM).
Curiously, we also find some features of craters form-
ing in ice-rich targets that seem not to be consistent
with weak materials. For example, craters with lobate
ejecta margins exhibit taller rims (larger h/D), deeper
cavities (larger d/D) that are more bowl-shaped (larger
αc), and steeper flank slopes (see Tables 3-5, i2, i4, i8-
i9). Lobate-ejecta craters, as well as high-latitude and
Vastitas craters also exhibit sharper rims (flatter upper
cavity walls; see Table 5, i10-i15). These observations
are difficult to reconcile with expectations (Senft and
Stewart [2008]) except by suggesting that the ice-rich
layer is thin and underlain by stronger rocks, such as
the flood lava plains thought to underlie the northern
lowlands (Tanaka et al. [2014] and references therein).
It is also important to point out that craters strongly
affected by the mechanism described in Senft and Stew-
art [2008] are unlikely to be identified as belonging to
MM or MV1 in the first place.
Complex craters with lobate ejecta and steep flank
slopes have been noted by others (Boyce and Mouginis-
Mark [2006]), and have been explained in terms of
the oversteepening and subsequent collapse of the rim-
proximal flank during excavation (Barnouin-Jha et al.
[2005]). Our work shows that the large flank slopes
of fresh lobate-ejecta simple craters are statistically
anomalous. In our global sample, those with a flank
slope φf > 15
◦ usually exhibit lobate ejecta (see Fig-
ure 12). Lobate-ejecta craters also have a significantly
larger flank slope on average (see Table 4, i8). Future
work using high-resolution DEMs could usefully map
the relationship between flank slope and ejecta mobility,
ejecta aspect ratio, layering, and rampart morphometry,
as part of ongoing efforts to understand the emplace-
ment of layered ejecta (e.g., Weiss and Head [2014]).
6.3. Diameter-dependent transitions
As mentioned earlier, prior studies of large simple
craters near the simple-complex transition diameter
have found scaling laws for crater depth and volume
that generally overestimate these quantities when ex-
trapolated to the sizes of craters addressed here (D < 5
km). A possible explanation is that gravity-driven col-
lapse of crater walls “begins” at very small diameters on
Mars. As diameter increases, the first expression of sig-
nificant gravity-driven modification may be the partial
collapse and related “sharpening” of crater rims as dis-
cussed in Section 5.2. It may be for this reason that the
power-law dependence of d upon D is steeper at smaller
sizes than has been previously measured for larger di-
ameters, as discussed earlier in Section 5.1.
Well-preserved impact crater rims appear to exhibit a
somewhat rounded shape that is well-described by the
power-law relations supplied in equations (5) through
(8) for D < 1 km. As mentioned, many crater rims be-
come sharper above this diameter (upper cavity walls
flatten, see Figures 10 and 11) and commonly display
signs of mass-wasting (see Figure 8C). Although the
middle cavity wall commonly exceeds a slope of 30◦ for
many craters with D < 1 km (as shown in Figure 13A),
the transition in rim shape that occurs at D ≈ 1 km is
also expressed in the diameter-dependence of slopes on
the upper cavity walls (φc2). This dominantly exceeds
30◦ only for D > 1 km (Figure 13B). That is, slopes
characteristic of the repose angle normally do not reach
the rim itself (along a major part of the rim circum-
ference) except when D > 1 km. Flank slopes (φf ) are
generally shallower by comparison, and typically do not
reach the repose angle for any diameter. It may be for
this reason that we do not observe an equally marked
transition in flank curvature or decay length (ξf and ℓf ,
respectively).
We cannot tell, however, if the transition at D ≈ 1
km is a primary feature of the crater-forming process
in this size range, or whether the scaling laws in equa-
tions (5) and (6) also hold for fresh craters in the range
D > 1 km, whose rims then sharpen over short time
scales. If we plot ξc vs. D for all craters in our
database (including highly modified craters), we find
signs that the transition diameter shifts to a lower value
(D ≈ 700 m). As suggested by results in Section 6.1,
crater rims may begin with a partially-rounded shape
and then sharpen with the early stages of crater modi-
fication, which are dominated by mass wasting (Grant
[1999]). As other processes become important, such
as wind-driven erosion and soil creep, crater rims are
further lowered and widened over time. As mentioned
earlier, long-term modification may cause the rims to
become more rounded again if diffusive processes gov-
ern the long-term evolution. In either case, these find-
ings suggest that caution must be applied when using
qualitative assessments of rim “sharpness” to identify
relatively fresh craters in the range of small diameters
(D < 1 km).
Finally, we have shown that the cavity shape expo-
nent (αc) is closer to 1, on average, for small craters
(see Figure 6 and Table 3, a1-a6). We consider the hy-
pothesis that this may reflect the Odessa vs. Barringer
styles of crater formation associated with a difference in
the effective penetration depth of the impactor (Shoe-
maker [1960], Shoemaker and Eggleton [1961], Shoe-
maker et al. [2005]). Relatively superficial explosions,
caused by smaller projectiles that are more significantly
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slowed and disrupted by passage through the atmo-
sphere, may result in Odessa-style craters that tend
to be more conical in overall shape. By contrast, the
more deeply-penetrating projectiles of higher-velocity
impacts (and larger projectiles) more readily produce
the bowl-shaped, excavation-dominated cavities akin to
Barringer Meteor crater near Winslow, AZ, USA (Shoe-
maker et al. [2005]).
On Mars, this “transition” would be expected to oc-
cur at much smaller diameters than on Earth, owing
to the much thinner atmosphere. From a very small
sample size, a “transition diameter” for the Odessa vs.
Barringer transition on Earth is ill-defined; one may es-
timate this to be D ≈ 200 to 800 m based on seven
classified craters: five in Shoemaker et al. [2005], in ad-
dition to Odessa and Barringer Craters (Shoemaker and
Eggleton [1961]). If this accounts for the transition in
αc, then the less efficient excavation of small, Odessa-
type craters on Mars may also explain a steeper d vs. D
relationship at small diameters (because smaller craters
would not be as deep, on average). Based on current
models, however, objects of the size required to create
craters ∼ 100 m in diameter, even if extremely weak
and subject to disruption, are not expected to be sig-
nificantly slowed by the very thin modern martian at-











Figure 15. Initial shape and short-term modification of
simple impact craters on Mars, as implied by the results
in this study. (A) Cartoon illustrating common initial
profile (black) and profile after short-term modification
(gray) for small simple craters (D < Ds where Ds ≈ 1
km) in low-latitude environments likely dominated by ini-
tial mass-wasting, wind-mediated erosion, and infilling
(rather than ice-related creep). The rim is initially some-
what rounded and cavity shape is closer to conical (αc
closer to 1) than what occurs for larger craters on aver-
age. As the crater is modified by erosion and infilling, the
cavity becomes super-paraboloidal (αc > 2). The upper
cavity wall flattens (ξc ↑, ℓc ↓) as the rim retreats and the
crater diameter and rim span increase. (B) Cartoon il-
lustrating common initial profile (black) and profile after
short-term modification (gray) for large simple impact
craters on Mars. Initial profile is more paraboloidal (αc
closer to 2) than smaller craters on average; initial angu-
lar span is narrower, rim slopes are steeper, and upper
cavity wall is flatter than small craters. Modification in-
creases αc and the rim span.
We also cannot rule out that our sample population,
in the range of small diameters, is dominated by dis-
tant secondaries that would have formed with a lower
impact velocity, resulting in somewhat conical shapes.
Alternatively, the observed diameter dependence of cav-
ity shape could be ascribed to the faster modification
of smaller craters, if it were not that αc appears to
increase, on average, with increasing modification, as
discussed earlier in Section 6.1.
7. Conclusions
We have reported the dependence of morphometric
characteristics upon diameter, terrain, and modification
state, for a globally-distributed population of relatively
well-preserved simple craters on Mars, as measured in
high-resolution digital elevation models derived from
stereo HiRISE imagery. We have extended the analysis
of martian crater morphometry to smaller sizes than
has been possible up to now (25 m < D < 5 km).
These results supply new insights about the relation-
ships between morphometric parameters, and as such
provide important constraints for models of landscape
evolution and crater formation. In this section, we sum-
marize some of the major observations described in this
work, and refer readers to Section 6 for a deeper explo-
ration of the significance of these results.
1. With increasing levels of modification, all of the
following trends are observed on average: (a) cav-
ity shape becomes more parabolic or super-parabolic
(αc ↑); (b) rim slopes become more shallow (φc1 ↓, φc2 ↓
, φf ↓) and the rim span widens (θ1 ↑, θ2 ↑); (c) for
low-latitude craters (|lat.| < 45◦), rims become sharper
in the sense that upper cavity walls tend to flatten
(ξc ↑, ℓc ↓). (See Figure 15.) On average, diameter-
normalized depth (d/D) is smaller in the population of
relatively modified craters, whereas the distribution of
diameter-normalized rim height (h/D) does not exhibit
a statistically significant difference.
2. Excluding highly modified craters, cavity cross sec-
tion is well-described by z ∼ rαc for radial distance r,
where αc ≈ 1.75 ± 0.12, in agreement with prior stud-
ies of larger craters. We also find a tendency for well-
preserved small craters to be more conical (smaller αc)
than larger craters, which for D > 2.5 km are some-
times super-parabolic in cross-section (αc > 2) possibly
on account of slumping.
3. Scaling laws from prior studies derived from
MOLA and HRSC DEMs, when extrapolated to the size
range of small craters (D < 5 km), tend to overestimate
the rim-to-floor depth and volume of simple craters in
our database (especially for D < 150 m). The volume
of well-preserved craters scales approximately as D3, as
expected from a simple power-law-of-revolution model
(PLR; equation (4)).
4. All aspects of rim shape exhibit a strong diameter
dependence. Rim slopes tend to steepen with increas-
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ing diameter. The upper rim span decreases linearly
with the log of diameter (see Figure 14) as described
by equation (10). Two length scales that reflect the
“roundness” of crater rims (ξc, ℓc) are well-described by
power-law diameter scaling up to D ≈ 1 km, above
which the rims of many craters in our database sharpen
significantly (Figures 10 and 11). Related to this tran-
sition, we also find that the slopes of upper cavity walls
do not usually exceed typical repose angles (∼ 30◦) ex-
cept for D > 1 km (Figure 13B).
5. Craters that formed in strong materials (e.g.,
lavas) are deeper on average than craters that formed
in weak materials (e.g., crater floors and ejecta), consis-
tent with the results of previous studies. Rim slopes are
more shallow in weaker materials as expected. Surpris-
ingly, many well-preserved craters formed in ice-rich ter-
rains (at high latitudes, or exhibiting lobate ejecta mar-
gins) exhibit features consistent with high-strength tar-
gets: steep flank slopes, taller rims, and deeper, bowl-
shaped cavities.
6. After simple post-processing steps described in
Appendix B, elevation models generated using the
Ames Stereo Pipeline 2.0 from HiRISE stereo im-
age pairs agree with published DEMs generated using
SOCET SET to within ∼0.5 m of elevation on average
(after a translation to minimize the discrepancy).
We have not so far addressed the morphometry of crater
rim planform shape, which is saved for later work. Later
investigations will also explore the morphometry of sec-
ondary impact crater populations from Zunil and Grat-
teri craters, for which the present study of primaries
will supply a useful basis for comparison.
A third important avenue for future study is to mea-
sure in detail the relationship between morphomet-
ric parameter values at the regional scale and in this
way characterize the “modification sequence” of impact
crater shapes. At the regional scale, we expect these
parameters will not vary as much as we have measured
in our global sample. These measurements will supply
an important data set for comparing to the predictions
of recent modeling efforts (e.g., Forsberg-Taylor et al.
[2004]), especially in regard to surface evolution through
the Amazonian epoch. The present study provides a
more accurate initial condition for these models, and
builds on the traditional suite of morphometric param-
eters for characterizing how crater shape evolves over
time.
Appendix A: Crater modification index
There is currently no universally-agreed standard for
quantifying the extent of crater modification. This is
partly the result of variation in the way different surface
processes are expressed in crater shape as well as the di-
verse goals of different analyses. The “crater modifica-
tion index” introduced in this study, iM, is a single num-
ber that is meant to represent the modification state of
an impact crater based on visual inspection alone. It
is defined as the sum of values that have been assigned
to visually-assessed attributes. Attributes with positive
values (that increase iM) are hallmarks of modification
processes, such as a filled cavity or crater-pocked ejecta,
while negative values suggest exceptionally good preser-
vation. Because ejecta are the most transient feature of
impact craters (e.g., Tornabene et al. [2006], Geissler
et al. [2010]), the preservation of ejecta has been as-
signed the most weight (the largest range) in our scale.
The apparent sharpness of crater rims has not been used
because we sought to quantify this independently and
hence avoid an a priori selection effect that could influ-
ence our results. All attributes were assessed by visual
inspection of HiRISE and THEMIS night-IR imagery;
these are defined and noted in the database published
online with the supplementary materials for this article.
The attributes and their associated values (“scores”) are
defined in Table 6. As discussed in Section 4, the pos-
itive correlation between scaled rim height (h/D) and
crater depth (d/D) is largest for the craters with the
smallest iM (least modified), as expected.
Appendix B: Digital elevation models
In this appendix we describe how the elevation mod-
els used in this study were generated using the free
and open source Ames Stereo Pipeline 2.0 (ASP) and
in-house post-processing scripts. Then we discuss a
comparison of 20 ASP models to 20 models of the
same craters cropped from DEMs published by the
HiRISE Science Team and generated using BAE Sys-
tems’ SOCET SET. We find that the average per-pixel
deviation of ASP-derived DEM elevations from the ele-
vation in the published DEMs is < 0.5 m. Based on this
comparison, we conclude that topographic information
extracted from ASP models is not significantly differ-
ent from published models generated using the closed
source, proprietary SOCET SET tool.
B1. Preprocessing of image pairs
Using the Integrated Software for Imagers and Spec-
trometers (ISIS 3.4) developed by the United States Ge-
ological Survey (Anderson et al. [2004], Becker et al.
[2007]), HiRISE experimental data records were mo-
saicked and map-projected. ISIS was then used to nor-
malize and equalize the raw stereo pair images in tan-
dem to optimize the results in the later stereo correla-
tion step (see Section B2) when common features are
identified automatically (Broxton et al. [2011]). The re-
gion around individual craters was cropped using ISIS
to reduce total computation time by decreasing the to-
tal area processed in the stereo correlation step. The po-
sitions of individual craters, as well as an approximate
radius, were selected manually using in-house Python
scripts. ISIS was then used to crop both images at two
sizes. The smaller of these is a square measuring two
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Table 6. Definition of the crater modification index (iM ), based on visual inspection of HiRISE and THEMIS
night-IR imagery. The modification index iM is computed by summing all applicable scores. Note that some
criteria are mutually exclusive while others are not: e.g., a crater cavity cannot simultaneously have a large and
small fill deposit, but ejecta may be well-preserved and retain rays. The modification index has one of nine values,
ranging from -2 to +6, where -2 implies exceptionally good preservation.
Score Summary Source Observation
-1 ejecta retain rays HiRISE,
THEMIS
Rayed distal ejecta are visible via textural or
brightness contrast with surroundings.
-1 ejecta are well-preserved HiRISE,
THEMIS
Ejecta are well-defined and extensive (usually be-
yond 1 crater radius from rim), visible via textural
or brightness contrast, and are not significantly
buried, scalloped, topographically smoothed, or
otherwise significantly degraded. Distal rays, if
present, may be patchy.
+1 ejecta are degraded HiRISE,
THEMIS
Ejecta are visible either by textural or brightness
contrast, but are significantly degraded: partially
buried, eroded, scalloped at margins, patchy, or
topographically smoothed.
+2 ejecta are not visible HiRISE,
THEMIS
Ejecta are not visible via textural or brightness
contrast with surroundings.
+1 small cavity deposit HiRISE Crater cavity contains sediment fill or other de-
posit that encompasses between 25% and 50% of
cavity planform area.
+2 large cavity deposit HiRISE Cavity contains sediment fill or other deposit that
encompasses > 50% of cavity planform area.
+1 lightly cratered HiRISE Between 1 and 5 craters visible inside or within
1 crater radius of rim or on continuous ejecta
(whichever is smaller), when crater is viewed at
350 px/diameter.
+2 heavily cratered HiRISE More than 5 craters visible inside or within 1
crater radius of rim or on continuous ejecta
(whichever is smaller), when crater is viewed at
350 px/diameter.
crater diameters on a side, while the larger measures
10 crater diameters on a side. The former is called the
cavity model, used to measure properties of the cavity
and rim shape, while the latter context model is used
to measure rim height and the average elevation of the
surrounding terrain.
To reduce total computation time in the stereo corre-
lation step, cropped images exceeding a threshold num-
ber of pixels n on a side were reduced to a dimension
of n × n pixels using ISIS, where n = 1500 or 3000
pixels. (Early in the project, n = 1500 was used until
superior computing resources became available; images
were downsampled to n = 1500 for 13% of craters in
the database.) As a result, the cropped elevation mod-
els have a range of resolutions, and the context models
in many cases have a lower resolution than the cavity
models. Apart from the manual selection of craters and
radii, the pre-processing steps were automated using
terminal shell scripts (bash), modeled on the examples
in Broxton et al. [2011].
The map-projected images used to generate our mod-
els were not bundle-adjusted because we are not con-
cerned with the absolute position and orientation of the
craters, and because the craters are too small to be af-
fected by a slight warping that sometimes but rarely re-
sults from omitting the bundle-adjustment step (Brox-
ton et al. [2011]).
B2. Stereo correlation
The Ames Stereo Pipeline 2.0 (ASP) was used to
compute the correlation of pixel neighborhoods in each
image in order to generate disparity maps and digital
elevation models (Broxton and Edwards [2008], Moratto
et al. [2010]). The projection used was equirectangular
in all cases, with center of the projection equal to center-
of-image latitude. We used the default parameters rec-
ommended in Broxton et al. [2011] except in cases where
the automatically-selected disparity search range was
obviously too small, signaled by a crater whose floor
contained no valid elevations. These cases were repro-
cessed using a larger, prescribed disparity search range.
Because elevations in a stereo-derived DEM indicate the
elevation of features that are resolved by pixel neigh-
borhoods rather than single pixels, the size of the final
models was reduced so that post spacing is four image
pixels (3 or 4 pixels is conventional: e.g., Broxton et al.
[2011], Kirk et al. [2008], Heipke et al. [2007]). Because
of the image downsampling described earlier, the re-
sulting resolution of our models ranged from roughly 1
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m/px for the smallest craters to approximately 15 m/px
for the largest craters.
B3. Post-processing of ASP-derived DEMs
The ASP also generates maps of triangulation error,
which it uses to eliminate pixels with neighborhoods
that cannot be matched with confidence to any region in
the stereo partner. Our in-house post-processing script
applied three additional steps to automatically remove
pixels with elevations that are likely erroneous. These
steps were developed on a trial-and-error basis in order
to eliminate discontinuities and anomalous elevations
that had no clear basis in the original stereo images.
(1) Pixels bounding a slope that exceeds a grade of
700% were purged (set equal to a null value). We found
that this commonly has the effect of isolating regions
of spurious elevations. (2) Pixels with an ASP-reported
triangulation error in excess of two standard deviations
from the average triangulation error were also purged.
(3) Pixels belonging to islands of elevation data (sur-
rounded by null values) were then also removed. We
also found in a minority of cases that shadows near
crater rims led to an elevation artifact resembling a
ledge or bench. In these cases we applied a manually-
outlined shadow mask. The DEM resulting from these
steps is called the filtered DEM.
From the filtered DEM we generate the interpolated
DEM using an inpainting method. The majority of
shape characters described in this paper were measured
from the filtered DEM rather than the interpolated
DEM: only the cavity volume and the cavity contour
were derived from the interpolated DEM.
B4. SOCET SET and ASP DEM comparison
The Ames Stereo Pipeline (ASP) is a relatively new
tool that has already been used in a number of stud-
ies to generate elevation models from orbiter and rover
imagery (e.g., McCoy et al. [2008], O¨hman and Kring
[2012], Harrison et al. [2013], Peel and Fassett [2013]).
So far, there has been little work to attempt to vali-
date ASP-derived products (Laura et al. [2012]) in the
way that has been accomplished for the intermediate-
resolution HRSC DEMs (Heipke et al. [2007]). The ASP
has the advantage of being free and open source soft-
ware that can be examined and modified by the scien-
tific community. The process used to create the DEMs
published by the HiRISE Science Team (213 as of 6 Oct
2014) is described in Kirk et al. [2008] and makes use
of the free and open source USGS Integrated System
for Imagers and Spectrometers (ISIS) for stereo image
projection and radiometric calibration, and then the
non-free, proprietary, and closed-source SOCET SET
by BAE Systems to compute the disparity map and el-
evation model.
Because HiRISE provides the highest-possible reso-
lution of any orbiter camera, elevation models derived
from HiRISE cannot be validated by comparison with
models at comparable or higher resolution except by
using rover imagery, which is invariably confined to a
small region (Kirk et al. [2008]). Even this comparison
is made difficult by the inaccuracies of rover localization
that affect the stitching together of wide-baseline obser-
vations (Li et al. [2007]). HRSC DEMs generated using
a variety of techniques have been compared to MOLA
track elevations (Heipke et al. [2007]) but MOLA spots
are too widely-spaced and their footprints are too large
to support a validation of topography over the spatial
scales addressed in this paper. We therefore take the
approach of comparing our post-processed ASP-derived
DEMs with a subset of the models published by the
HiRISE Science Team.
We generated models of 20 impact craters from
twelve HiRISE stereo pairs. All craters also occur in
DEMs published by the HiRISE Science Team. Their
locations, diameters, and the model resolutions are
listed in Table 7. The published models were resized
to match the resolution of our models in the case of
large craters where we used downsampled images. Only
four craters in this set occur in the main study, as most
of these craters are significantly modified. For these
comparisons, we performed no manual editing of the
ASP-derived DEMs (no shadow-masking).
To compare models, we first automatically locate the
rim and geometric center of each crater using the meth-
ods described in Section 3.1. A plane is fitted to the
rim traces and subtracted from each model so that ele-
vations can be compared. We then sample 360 evenly-
spaced radial profiles for each model and compare each
one to its counterpart by subtracting one from the other
and then computing the average absolute difference.
The radial position of each profile is shifted with re-
spect to its counterpart in the comparison model until
the average difference is minimized (because model dif-
ferences cause discrepancies in the rim topography and
centroid position). The minimized average difference
between radial profiles in the ASP and SOCET SET-
derived models (averaged over 360 profiles) is reported
as ∆¯z in Table 7. Example radial profile comparisons
with elevation differences that are typical of the crater
as a whole are plotted in Figures 16 through 18.
We find that for small craters (D < 500 m), it is usu-
ally the case that ∆¯z ≤ 0.5 m. For larger craters, the
average difference between the models climbs to slightly
greater than 1 m. We suggest this is largely because
of discrepancies between the rim traces that determine
the fitted rim planes, confounding the comparison of el-
evations and adding systematic offsets. The larger the
crater, the greater the chance of a discrepancy in the
rim trace, which leads to a larger systematic elevation
offset. We conclude that the elevation for small craters,
that can be more accurately localized for model com-
parisons, supply a more typical average elevation dis-
crepancy of ∼0.5 m or less.
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Table 7. Results for comparison of ASP-derived elevation models and published HiRISE Science Team models
(created using SOCET SET, following Kirk et al. [2008]) of 20 craters (IDs “a” through “t”). The quantity ∆¯z
indicates the average difference between elevations from both kinds of models, measured along 360 radial profiles.
Also reported are the standard deviations of this average among the 360 profiles, along with DEM resolution
for the ASP model (δsasp) and published HiRISE model (δssoc, after any resizing), latitude and longitude of
each crater, HiRISE observation IDs of the stereo pair images, and the location of the crater as a fraction of the
map-projected image from the left (fx) and down from the northward top of the image (fy).
ID D [m] lon. lat. ∆¯z [m] Observation ID 1 Observation ID 2 fx fy δsasp [m] δssoc [m]
a 199± 13 222.3614◦ 21.4659◦ 0.31± 0.07 PSP 001432 2015 PSP 001630 2015 0.59 0.91 1.13 1.01
b 206± 6 339.5011◦ 25.0636◦ 0.53± 0.21 PSP 006887 2050 PSP 007823 2050 0.25 0.05 1.17 1.01
c 123± 8 162.9139◦ 1.2976◦ 0.20± 0.08 PSP 003874 1815 PSP 004375 1815 0.42 0.34 1.16 1.01
d 135± 8 55.4782◦ -38.7349◦ 0.49± 0.28 PSP 010563 1410 PSP 006278 1410 0.52 0.36 1.88 2.01
e 134± 12 162.9006◦ 1.3625◦ 0.21± 0.08 PSP 003874 1815 PSP 004375 1815 0.30 0.07 1.17 1.01
f 67± 3 226.9586◦ -28.6257◦ 0.26± 0.07 PSP 002118 1510 PSP 003608 1510 0.67 0.33 0.98 1.01
g 239± 10 205.4925◦ -33.4931◦ 0.59± 0.17 PSP 009318 1465 ESP 017243 1465 0.59 0.82 1.92 2.01
h 270± 11 303.4579◦ 21.3560◦ 0.34± 0.13 PSP 003460 2015 PSP 003605 2015 0.20 0.28 1.13 1.01
i 346± 14 175.5491◦ -14.6608◦ 0.31± 0.20 PSP 001513 1655 PSP 001777 1650 0.86 0.68 1.06 1.01
j 232± 11 175.4749◦ -14.5673◦ 0.15± 0.05 PSP 001513 1655 PSP 001777 1650 0.33 0.43 1.05 1.01
k 321± 13 175.4780◦ -14.5241◦ 0.32± 0.14 PSP 001513 1655 PSP 001777 1650 0.35 0.32 1.05 1.01
l 248± 13 137.2876◦ -4.5638◦ 0.22± 0.10 PSP 009650 1755 PSP 009716 1755 0.35 0.39 1.07 1.01
m 404± 15 137.3402◦ -4.5839◦ 0.41± 0.20 PSP 009650 1755 PSP 009716 1755 0.71 0.43 1.08 1.01
n 1147± 25 303.5394◦ 21.2597◦ 0.68± 0.31 PSP 003460 2015 PSP 003605 2015 0.74 0.53 2.86 2.37
o 881± 36 339.9992◦ 23.3105◦ 1.00± 0.62 ESP 022288 2035 ESP 022354 2035 0.49 0.88 2.07 1.78
p 2000± 77 205.4952◦ -33.3585◦ 1.78± 0.75 PSP 009318 1465 ESP 017243 1465 0.61 0.22 5.02 4.15
q 816± 30 354.4995◦ -2.0540◦ 0.59± 0.14 PSP 001414 1780 PSP 001612 1780 0.50 0.58 2.12 1.54
r 671± 24 137.2780◦ -4.5074◦ 0.26± 0.10 PSP 009650 1755 PSP 009716 1755 0.28 0.25 1.61 1.25
s 2494± 41 209.7043◦ 16.4248◦ 1.37± 0.36 PSP 005837 1965 PSP 005903 1965 0.43 0.48 6.52 5.22
t 2917± 60 226.9308◦ -28.6806◦ 3.08± 1.52 PSP 002118 1510 PSP 003608 1510 0.46 0.48 7.11 5.76
Figure 16. Comparison of radial profiles extracted from
elevation models generated using the process described
in this paper (black) and from models published by the
HiRISE Science Team and generated using SOCET SET
(red). The average difference between the profiles is re-
ported at the right, while the average for the crater as a
whole is reported in Table 7. This figure illustrates the
results for craters in the smallest size range (D < 500 m).
See Figures 17 and 18 for the large-crater comparisons.
We conclude that our elevation models are in close
agreement with the published models, and that our ap-
proach for generating elevation models is appropriate
for morphometric analyses like the one presented in this
study: i.e., in which the absolute (as opposed to rela-
Figure 17. Elevation profiles extracted from ASP- and
SOCET SET-derived DEMs (black and red, respectively)
for craters of intermediate size. See Section B4 and the
Figure 16 caption for details.
tive) elevation and orientation of topography is not im-
portant.
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